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ABSTRACT 

The implications of the massive top quark on heavy flavor transitions 
are explored. We review the generation of quark masses and mixings 
and the determination techniques, and present the status of the el- 
ements of the weak mixing matrix. Purely leptonic decays of heavy 
mesons are briefly summarized. We present a general introduction 
to flavor changing neutral currents and an extensive summary of ra- 
diative and other rare decay modes. The physics of neutral meson 
mixing is reviewed and applied to each meson system. We describe 
the phenomenology of CP violation and how it may be measured in 
meson decays. Standard Model predictions are given in each case and 
the effects of physics beyond the Standard Model are also discussed. 
Throughout, we contrast these transitions in the K and B meson sys- 
tems to those in the D meson and topquark sectors. 
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1 Introduction 1 

One of the outstanding problems in particle physics is the origin of the fermion 
mass and mixing spectrum. Despite the success of the Standard Model (SM) of 
particle physics, it does not provide any clues on the source of these parameters. 
In contrast to the case of electroweak symmetry breaking, we have no information 
about the relevant energy scale where these parameters originate; in fact, the 
relevant scale could lie anywhere from 1 TeV to the Planck scale. Other issues 
(besides quark mixing) related to the multifamilies of fermions are the suppression 
of FCNC effects and the CP-violation phases in fermion gauge couplings. Since 
the top quark has a mass at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, it is believed 
that it may reveal some hints to these questions. In these lectures, we examine 
its role in heavy flavor transitions. 

At present, the beat approach in addressing these questions is to study the 
properties of all heavy fermions in detail. Detailed measurements of heavy quark 
systems are best realized at high precision, high luminosity machines, and several 
dedicated heavy flavor factories and experiments will be coming on line in the 
next decade. We will learn a wealth of new and precise information which will 
hopefully result in the development of a theory to explain the existence of families. 

In these lectures, we review the generation of quark masses and mixings and 
the determination techniques, and present the status of the elements of the weak 
mixing matrix. Purely leptonic decays of heavy mesons are briefly summarized. 
We present a general introduction to flavor changing neutral currents and an 
extensive summary of radiative and other rare decay modes. The physics of neutral 
meson mixing is reviewed and applied to each meson system. We describe the 
phenomenology of CP violation and how it may be measured in meson decays. 
Standard Model predictions are given in each case and the effects of physics beyond 
the Standard Model are also discussed. Throughout, we contrast these transitions 
in the K and B meson systems to those in the D meson and top-quark sectors. 

2 Quark Masses and Mixing 

In the Standard Model (SM), a single complex scalar doublet is responsible for 
the spontaneous symmetry breaking SU(2)L x U(l)r --t U(l),,. The fermions 
are massless before the symmetry breaking, with their masses being generated via 

Yukawa couplings after the spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs. Denoting the 
gauge’(or weak or flavor) quark eigenstates as qi (qi) for the left-handed doublet 
(right-handed singlet) quark fields, one can form the most general renormalizable 
quark-Higgs interaction 

with n being the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, i,j are generation 
indices, and h$ are 3 x 3 matrices of bare complex couplings which form the mass 
matrices for the up and down-quarks 

Mu=gh”, Lhd. Md= Jz 

The mass matrices are completely arbitrary and contain 36 unknown parameters! 
These matrices can be diagonalized by a bi-unitary transformation, 

(3) 

where we have performed distinct rotations of the left- and right-handed fields, 
and the mi represent the quark masses. Hence, six of the above 36 parameters 
become quark masses. The interaction Lagrangian can now be written as (where 
the generation indices have now been dropped) 

L InDdd N ii~U~U~MuU,$JJ1t& -I- aLDLDlMdDBDk&R + h.c., ‘(4) 

which is just given by 

L tn(lSd N ii~M?u~ + JLM~ diagdR + h.C. , 
6 

N C m&qi + h.c. , (5) 
i=l 

in the mass (or physical) eigenstate basis with UL = U~u~, etc., being the physical 
quark fields. Note that the H&s-quark Yukawa couplings are manifestly diagonal 
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in the physical basis; this is a consequence of the fact that there is only one Higgs 
doublet in the SM. The SM charged current interaction in the weak basis, 

then becomes 
L, N -$ii&J~ DLdL. W ” (7) 

in terms of the physical fields. The product U~DL is known as the Cabibbo- 
Msskawa-Kobayashi (CKM) weak mixing matrix &KM. Since there are no right- 
handed charged currents in the SM, there is no analogous right-handed weak 
mixing matrix. In extensions of the SM which enlarge the gauge group to SCJ(~)RX 
sum x U(l), such as the left-right symmetric model,’ the quantity VCRKM G 
,$DR is similarly defined. 

The CKM matrix contains information on all quark llavor transitions and is 
the source of CP violation within the SM. Writing the charged current interaction 
explicitly in matrix form yields 

L, e-4 - $[ur.c&p (i; s ;) (a,) W ’+h.c. (8) 

Note that by construction, the CKM matrix is unitary, i.e., Ci vjjvi; = Sj,. 
Unitarity tests thus provide an excellent probe of the SM. In general, any unitary 
N x N matrix can be expressed by N2 parameters, N(N - 1)/2 of which are 
rotation angles, and N(N + 1)/2 phase angles. Here, the phases are associated 
with the quark fields, and 2N - 1 of them may be arbitrarily redefined, leaving 
(N - l)(N - 2)/2 independent phases. For three generations of quarks, this 
leaves three rotation angles and one independent phase. Extrapolation to four 
generations would then require six rotation angles and three phases. A common 
parameterization of the three generation CKM matrix, 

t 

Cl -SIC3 -S1S3 

V CKM = slcz qc2c3 - s2s3e id 
ClCZS3 + S2C3e 

ib 
, (9) 

SlS2 ClS2C3 + C2S3e 
id ClS2S3 - qqe i6 

I 

is based on three Euler angles for the flavor rotations and was first given by 
Kobayashi and Maskawa* in 1973. Note that this was postulated before the dis- 
covery of the third generation (as well as charm), in order to introduce a potential 

source of CP violation. Here, q = cos 0; , si = sin 0i with 0 5 Bi 5 s/2 and 
-rr 5 6 < A. An instructive parameterization, which is based on an expansion of 
the elements in powers of V,, m  X, is given by Wolfenstein3 

i 

1-T x AX3(p - iv + iqX*/2) 
V CKM= -A 1 - $ - iqA*X4 AX2( 1 + +X2) 

1 

(10) 
AX3( 1 - p - iv) AX2 1 

to’ 0(X3) in the Real terms and 0(X5) in the Imaginary terms. This parame- 
terization illustrates the approximate diagonal nature of the CKM matrix, and 
exhibits which elements (and hence measurements thereof) are most sensitive to 
the various parameters X, A, p, and r,r. 

We now review the status of the experimental determinations of the CKM ma- 
trix elements.4*5 We stress that the values of the CKM elements are fundamental 
input parameters within the SM and precise knowledge of these parameters may 
provide some insight into their origin. 

s Vu,: This element is determined from super-allowed O+ - O+ nuclear p de- 
cays. These transitions have large radiative corrections as well as some nuclear 
Z dependence. Recent analyses6 of the nuclear structure dependent radiative 
corrections are inconsistent with each other within the level of the estimated 
uncertainties. Taking an average value of these results yields the PDG value4 
jVu,,l = 0.9736 f 0.0023, where the error is dominated by the theoretical un- 
certainties. Neutron p decay is less dependent on these nuclear uncertainties; 
however, the present determination5 of lVudl from this process is larger than the 
above value by several sigma. Pion /I decay, rr+ + s”e+vc, would in principle 
yield the cleanest measurement of Vd, but the branching fraction is of order 10-s, 
making a precision determination difficult. 

l Vus: This element is cleanly determined from the K,3 decays K+ + roe%, and 
KI + r*erve, giving IVu.I = 0.2196 f 0.0023 (Ref. 7). Hyperon decays yield’ a 
slightly larger value of II&l = 0.222 f 0.003, but are plagued with uncertainties 
from SU(3) breaking effects. The average of these two measurements result in the 
PDG value4 IV,,,1 = 0.2205 f 0.0018. 

l Vub: The explanation of CP violation within the SM, i.e., the phase in the CKM 
matrix, requires a nonvanishing value of I’$,. It can be measured at the T(4S) 
by examining the endpoint region of the lepton momentum spectrum in inclusive 
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B + X& decays and counting the excess of leptons beyond the kinematic limit 
for B + X&t. While data has established that Vd is nonzero, converting the 
measured rate into a value of V,d introduces substantial errors. This conversion is 
highly model dependent due’to the small phase space available at the endpoint, 
and to details in the hadronization from the large uncertainties in the calculation 
of the rates for the resonant modes, and the relative size of the contributions of 
resonant and nonresonant modes in this region. The subtraction of background 
from the small data sample injects an additional large source of error. The present 
experimental error on the ratio II&&’ 1 d is comparable to the theoretical uncer- 
tainty, yielding4** IV&‘&l = 0.08 f 0.02, and thus new, less model-dependent 
techniques in extracting this CKM element are necessary. 

Exclusive semileptonic decays, B -+ X&l where X, = A,P, or U, have re- 
cently been observed by CLEO.g Interpretation of these results in terms of VU) 
relies on the evaluation of the shape of the contributing form factors, as well as 
uncertainties in the size of the contributions from nonresonant decays such as 
B + TrrPvt. A’fit to the data and averaging over the form factor models yields9 
IV&l = (3.3 f 0.2?::: f 0.7) x 10m3, where the errors are due to statistics, system- 
atics, and estimated model dependence. Reductions in the theoretical errors can 
be obtained via direct measurements of the form factor qz distributions in c + d 
transitions such as D + n&t. 

An alternative methodrO of extracting V,b from semileptonic B decays is to 
measure the invariant mass spectrum of the final state hadrons below the charm 
hadron threshold, i.e., mx c mn. More than 90% of the B + X& decays lie 
within this region, yielding almost an order of magnitude increase in data sample 
over the endpoint region. The theoretical uncertainties associated with the deter- 
mination of the total semileptonic spectrum are significantly smaller within this 
kinematic region, and are less than those associated with exclusive semileptonic 
decays which rely on form factor calculations. In addition, the B + X&r transi- 
tions are largely nonresonant and multiple jetlike final states dominate, making the 
inclusive decay theoretically well-understood throughout this kinematic region, 

l Vd: This element is evaluated by examining charm production in neutrino 
and antineutrino scattering off valence d-quarks and folding in the semileptonic 
branching fraction of charm weighted by the ratio of Do/D+ production in neu- 
trino scattering. Averaging the experimental results and including the scale de- 

pendence from the NLO QCD corrections leads to the PDG value4*” IV&l = 
0.224 f 0.016. 

l V,: In principle, this element can also be determined in neutrino induced charm 
production. Here, the scattering of interest clearly takes place off of strange quarks 
and the results are quite dependent on the s-quark psrton density distributions. 
The most conservative assumptions about the parton densities set4 the constraint 
l&l > 0.59, which is not very restrictive. A better determination can be obtained 
from DC3 decay, D -+ Re+v,, although this process is form factor dependent and 
hence contains theoretical uncertainties. Combining various form factor calcula- 
tions with the measured decay rate gives the PDG value4 lb&l = 1.01 f 0.18, 
which is still not very well-determined. Employing the three generation unitar- 
ity constraint on the CKM matrix results in the most precise evaluation of this 
element. 

l V,: Considerable theoretical and experimental progress has been made recently 
on the extraction of I&, from exclusive and inclusive decays. Exclusive semilep- 
tonic decays offer a reliable model-independent determination of Vd within the 
framework of heavy quark effective theory as the heavy quark symmetry normal- 
izes the qz-dependent hadronic form factors with good precision at zero recoil for 
the charm hadron system. This technique is best suited for the process B -+ D*& 
as the leading corrections to the HQET result arise only at higher order, l/m& 

The inclusive semileptonic branching fraction BSL can be determined from 
(i) measurement of the inclusive lepton momentum spectrum. This technique 
yields significant data samples, but the procedure used to fit the observed spec- 
trum to the expected shape for primary and secondary leptons from B and charm 
decay, respectively, introduces a large model dependence. (ii) Charge and angular 
correlations in dilepton events. This offers less model dependence as the measured 
correlations can be used to separate the primary and secondary lepton spectra, 
instead of relying on theory. (iii) Separate measurement of BsL for charged and 
neutral B meson decay. Here, one B in the event must be reconstructed in order 
to tag the charge of the other. Determination of Vd from Bsr. via technique (i) at 
CLEO and LEP is already saturated by the theoretical error, while methods (ii) 
and (iii) still offer room for improvement experimentally. 

Combining the results4sr2 on the exclusive and inclusive semileptonic decays 
gives IV&l = 0.040 f 0.003. 
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l V, , I&: These elements can be determined from flavor changing neutral current 
processes which contain one-loop top-quark contributions. The value of l&,+1 can 
be deduced from @ - @ mixing and from the decay K -+ rr@, with K + rvD 
ultimately offering the theoretically cleanest technique. The ratio I&.&l can 
be found from the ratio of Bd to B, mass differences, as well as from the ratio 
of exclusive rates B(B + m)/B(B + K’T), if the long-distance physics can 
be cleanly separated out. Each of these processes will be thoroughly discussed 
below; however, we note here they all depend on the assumption that there are no 
large contributions from new physics. At present, three-generation CKM unitarity 
constraints offer the best restrictions on these elements within the SM. 

l &,: The b-tagged events observed in topquark decays at the Tevatronr3 have 
afforded the first direct measurement of &b. CDF and D8 measure the ratio of 
events with zero, one, and two b-tags to extract the ratio B(t + Wb)/B(t + 
WX), which has the advantage of being independent of the tf production cross 
section and the W boson branching fractions. Within the three-generation SM, 
this procedure yields I&,1 = 0.97 f 0.15 f 0.13. The most precise determination 
of this element is obtained from employing units&y together with the direct 
measurements of vUb and V&,. 

Combining the above data with the constraint of three-generation unitarity, 
results in the 90% C.L. bounds on the full 3 x 3 CKM matrix4 

0.9745 - 0.9757 0.219 - 0.224 0.002 - 0.005 
V CKM = 

( 

0.218 - 0.224 0.9736 - 0.9750 0.036 - 0.046 
0.004 - 0.014 0.034 - 0.046 0.9989 - 0.9993 1 

. (11) 

These ranges differ slightly from those itemized above due to the inclusion of the 
unitarity constraint. However, it is important to note that the data does not 
preclude the existence of more generations. 

3 Leptonic Decays 

Pseudoscalar mesons can decay to a purely leptonic final state, P*(Qq) --t pf&, 
through the annihilation diagram. The matrix element for this process can be 
written as (for m’p << IIf&) 

M = w-IL,,,ip-) 1 

= 

The hadronic matrix element must be of the form 

(12) 

since p,’ is the only four-vector associated with the initial state. The factor fp is 
known as the pseudoscalar meson decay constant. Assuming massless neutrinos, 
the transition rate is then calculated to be 

and is helicity suppressed due to the overall rni factor. In the case of pion decay, 
the inclusion of the radiative corrections and a comparison with the experimental 
value for 7r- + p-o,, + p-c,,? yields the well-known value for the pion decay 
constant of fn = 131 MeV. Similarly, the kaon decay constant is measured to be 
fK = 160 MeV with a roughly 1% error due to the uncertainties associated with 
the value of V,,. 

The leptonic decays of D and B mesons have not yet been observed (except 
for the csse D; + p-fi,,), and will be discussed further below. Assuming that the 
relevant CKM matrix elements for these heavier quark systems are well-known, 
these decays would provide important information on the value of their associated 
pseudoscalar decay constants, which in turn are essential for the study of Do - 6’ 
and B” - p mixing, CP violation in the charm and bottom sector, and in non- 
leptonic decays. 

3.1 Leptonic Decays of Charm Mesons 

The SM transition rate for the purely leptonic decay of a pseudoscalar charm 
meson is given by Eq. (14) with the substitutions P + D, and Q + c. The 
resulting branching fractions are small due to the helicity suppression and are 
listed in Table 1 using the central values of the CKM parameters given in Ref. 4 
and assuming fD = 200 MeV and fo, = 230 MeV. The existing upper limit 
for fD is fo < 290 MeV, and is derived from the 90% C.L. bound14 B(D+ --t 
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Table 1: SM branching fractions for the leptonic decay modes, assuming f~ = 200 MeV 
andjo,= MeV. 

$I+,) < 7.2 x 10e4 from MARK III. One D + p&, event has been observed15 
by the BES Collaboration, leading to fD = 300?:$ !g MeV. This is consistent 
with the MARK III upper bound. Several measurements of fD, have now been 
performed, and they are all consistent within the present level of accuracy. CLEO 
has observedI the process D:+ 3 D,‘-y + p~vy by examining the msas difference 
6M E M,,“-, - M,,” and have obtained 

I’(D,+ + p+v) 
JY(D,+ + &r+) 

= 0.245f0.052 f 0.074. 

Using I’(Dz --t @T+) = 3.7 f 0.9%, they find fD, = 344 f 37 f 52 f 42 MeV 
where the last error reflects the uncertainty in the &r+ branching fraction. Two 
emulsion experiments have measured” f & =232f45&20&48MeVand fo, = 
194 f 35 f 20 f 14 MeV, respectively. And, the BES Collaboration has reportedus 
the observation of candidate events in e+e- -+ D,+D; with the subsequent decay 
D, + &, yielding f& = 430?::: f 40 MeV. Here, the errors are expected to 
improve once more statistics are obtained. The current world averagei value for 
the branching fraction is B(D; + /J-P,,) = (4.6 f 0.8 f 1.2) x 10b3, corresponding 
to fD, = (241 f 21 f 39) MeV. 

L3 has recently reportedM the observation of D; + r-i& with a branching 
fraction of (7.4 f 2.8 f 1.6 f 1.8)%, allowing the determination fD, = 309 f 58 f 

33 f 38 MeV. Folding this determination with the world average fo, obtained 
from the &, channel giveslg f& = (255 f 20 f 31) MeV. 

A variety of theoretical techniques have been employed to estimate the value 
of fD and fD,. Lattice QCD studies21 calculate these quantities in the quenched 
approximation through a procedure that interpolates between the Wilson fermion 
scheme and the static approximation. The nonrelativistic quark model is used 
to relate the decay constant to the meson wave function at the origin, f,+, = 
I/%%~.J( )I h’ h’ th 0 , w  ic is en inferred from isospin mass splitting of heavy mesons.22 
Other approaches employ the relativistic quark modelz3 or QCD sum rules.24 For 

I Decav Constant I Lattice 

fD 205f15 

fD. 235f15 

fD./fD 1.15f 0.05 

Quark Model Quark Model 
Nonrelativistic I Relativistic I Sum Rule 

207f60 

259f 74 

1.25 

Table 2: Theoretical estimates of the weak decay constants in units of MeV (taking 
, m, = 1.3 GeV in the sum rule approach). 

each of these calculational methods, the resulting ranges for the values of the pseu- 
doscalar decay constants are presented in Table 2. A more complete collection of 
results is given in Ref. 23. Given the large errors, it is clear that these approaches 
are consistent. We also see that the theoretical predictions tend to be lower on 
average than the present experimental determinations. Once the experimental 
precision improves, discrimination between the various theoretical models should 
be possible, allowing for a better extrapolation to the B system. The theoreti- 
cal uncertainties associated with the ratio f&/f0 are much smaller, as this ratio 
should deviate from unity only in the presence of broken SU(3) flavor symmetry. 

Non-SM contributions may affect the purely leptonic decays. Signatures for 
new physics include the measurement of non-SM values for the absolute branching 
ratios, or a deviation from the SM prediction 

Vi,, --t P-~J = 4 (1 - m~lm~,.,)* 
B(D;, --t r-fir) 4 (1 - Wm~J* . 

(16) 

This ratio is sensitive to violations of p - r universality. 
As an example, we consider the case where the SM Higgs sector is enlarged 

by an additional Higgs doublet. As we will see below, these models generate im- 
portant contributions” to the decay B- + r-&, and it is instructive to examine 
their effects in the charm sector. Two such models, which naturally avoid tree-level 
flavor changing neutral currents, are Model I; where one doublet (&) generates 
mssses for all fermions and the second (41) decouples from the fermion sector, and 
Model II, where & gives mass to the up-type quarks, while the down-type quarks 
and charged leptons receive their msss from 41. Each doublet receives a vacuum 
expectation value ui, subject to the constraint that I$ + r$ = u&,,. The charged 
Higgs boson present in these models will mediate the leptonic decay through an 
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effective four-Fermi interaction, similar to that of the SM W  boson. The H* 
interactions with the fermion sector are governed by the Lagrangian 

L= ~H*&m”;A”li(l- Ys)dj + VijmajA&(l + Ys)dj 
W  

mlA&(l + 75)4 + h., (17) 

with Au = cotP in both models and Ad = At = -cotP(tanP) in Model I(H), 
where tan/3 m  ur/ur. In Models I and II, we obtain the result 

4 ( > 
2 

B(D- + e-fit,) = B&w 1+ -Yj- , 
%f 

where i3.s~ is the SM value of the leptonic branching fraction. In Model II, the 
D; decay receives an additional modification 

2 

)I 
We see that the effect of the H’ exchange is independent of the leptonic final 
state and the above prediction for the ratio in Eq. 16 is unchanged. This is 
because the H* contribution is proportional to the charged lepton mass, which 
is then a common factor with the SM helicity suppressed term. However, the 
absolute branching fractions can be modified; this effect is negligible in the decay 
D- + e-fit,, but could be of an order of a few percent in D; decay if tan p is very 
large. 

3.2 Leptonic Decays of B Mesons 

The SM transition rate for the purely leptonic decays B- + e-4 is again given 
by Eq. (14), with appropriate substitutions. Here, the resulting SM branching 
fractions, shown in Table 3, are even smaller than in the case of charm mesons 
due to the value of V&,. These SM predictions are somewhat imprecise due to the 
uncertainty in fn and V&, and hence can vary over the range 

(20) 

where BSM is the result listed in the table. We see from the table that the 90% 
C.L. experimental bounds2’@  are roughly one to two orders of magnitude above 
the SM predictions for the cases of B- --t p-p,,,r-& The B factories presently 

Mode SM Prediction Experimental Bound 
e-De 6.9 x lo-l2 < 1.5 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 
P-44 2.9 x 10-7 < 2.1 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 
r-E7 6.6 x 10-S < 5.7 x 10-4 (L3) 

Table 3: SM branching fractions for the B- leptonic decay modes, assuming fn = 
180 MeV and taking the central value4 of the CKM matrix element &. The results of 
experimental searche~‘~~~~ are also shown. 

Nonrelativistic Relativistic 
~1 

Table 4: Theoretical estimates of the weak decay constants in units of MeV (taking 

mb = 4.67 GeV in the sum rule approach). 

under construction at SLAC and KEK should be able to observe B --t TV, (and 
potentially the ,ufifi,r mode as well). This measurement will require the full (or 
partial) reconstruction of the other B’s in the event as well as a large statistical 
sample. Theoretical estimates for fn, , are tabulated in Table 4 using the same 
approaches as in the cases discussed above in charm decays. See Ref. 23 for a 
more complete compilation. 

Observation of these decays would, of course, provide a classic measurement 
of the decay constant fn (assuming I&, is known from other sources), but only if 
no new physics contributes to the decay. For example, in two-Higgs-doublet mod- 
els (PHDM), tree-level charged Higgs exchange can again mediate this transition. 
In the PHDM of Type II, the branching fraction is now modified by 

2 

B(B- --f Z-i+) = BSM f4 1 - tan2ps 
> 

. 

Taking the SM and L3 bound on B- --t r-c, listed in Table 3 implies tan a/m,+ < 
0.38 GeV-‘, assuming fs = 190 MeV and IL&l = 0.0033 f 0.0008. Once this 
decay is detected, tests for this type of scalar exchange can be performed by mea- 
suring the helicity of the final state r. The measured branching fraction from 
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LEP for the decay B + XTU yields25s26 a similar constraint of tan p/m,* < 0.52 
GeV-‘, which is independent of the uncertainties in fs and xb. 

4 Flavor Chariging Neutral Current Decays 

Flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) decays only occur at the loop level in the 
SM. ‘&e-level neutral currents are flavor diagonal due to the fact that all fermions 
with the same charge and helicity have identical transformation properties under 
the SU(2)‘ x U(l)v gauge group,2’ so that the tlavor to mass eigenstate rota- 
tion matrices commute with the neutral current operator. In fact, this property 
provided the original motivation for Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani2s (GIM) to 
introduce the charm quark in order to suppress phenomenologically unacceptable 
large values of FCNC processes in the kaon system. This allowed for the strange 
quark to have the same electroweak quantum number assignments as the down 
quark; hence eradicating the tree-level strangeness changing neutral current. The 
GIM mechanism thus achieves this tree-level cancellation without any artificial 
adjustments to the parameters of the theory and also provides additional sup- 
pression for FCNC that are induced at the loop level. 

The one-loop processes which mediate FCNC’s can generally be classified as 
electromagnetic, weak, or gluon penguin diagrams and box diagrams. Samples of 
these classes of diagrams are displayed in Fig. 1. The generic amplitude for a 
diagram of this type can be written aa 

where the sum extends over the three generations of quarks of mass mi contribut- 
ing internally to the diagram, the vj are the relevant CKM elements appearing 
at the vertices, and the function F represents the result of the loop integrals for 
the diagrams. Using the unitarity property of the three-generation CKM matrix, 
Ci ViQyi = 0, allows one to rewrite the amplitude as 

A N &QVG [F(mz/M$) - F(m:/M$)] + t&V& [F(m:/M$) - F(mf/M&)] . 

(23) 
This clearly demonstrates that the amplitude would vanish if all the contributing 
internal quarks were degenerate! Hence, the magnitude of FCNC transitions is 
related to the size of the internal quark mass splittings. This point is illustrated in 

1 Meson/Quark 1 Branching Fraction 1 
K lo-‘0 - 10-S 

D 10-18 - 10-10 

B 10-a - 10-4 
t 10-12 - 10-g 

Table 5: Typical values of FCNC branching fractions in the SM. 

Table 5 which displays the typical SM range of FCNC branching fractions for each 
meson/quark system. As we would expect, the B meson system has the largest 
FCNC rates due to the large degree of mass splitting in the up-quark sector and 
due to the diagoqal structure of the CKM matrix, whereas the charm mesons and 
topquark rates are very suppressed by the efficiency of the GIM mechanism. 

d 

9 

d 

d 

q 

d 

d 

d 

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams. 

QCD corrections to these rare processes can be quite important. They are 
computedB via the Operator Product Expansion combined with renormalization 
group evolution. This procedure allows for an efficient separation of short-distance 
physics (corresponding to scales higher than p) and long-distance contributions 
(scales lower then p). Within this framework, the exclusive transition M  -+ F 
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can be expressed as 

where 0i represents the complete set of effective operators which govern the tran- 
sition, the Ci are the Wilson coefficients which are related to the Inami-Lim func- 
tions at the scale ,u = Mw, and p corresponds to the scale at which the transition 
takes place. The p dependence of the Wilson coefficients is given by the renor- 
malization group equations @GE) and must be cancelled by the p dependence 
contained in (ai). The use of the RGE allows for the summation of the large log- 
arithms log(Mw/p) at a given order in perturbation theory. The long-distance, 
or nonperturbative, contributions are contained in the evaluation of the matrix 

‘elements of the operators. 

4.1 Radiative Decays 

We start our discussion of FCNC transitions with the study of radiative decays, 
Q  + q’7. The most general Lorentz decomposition of the radiative amplitude is 

4Q --t dr) = +db’lJ;mlQ), 
= e%d%h - q) [iq”4A + B-d + -o(C + DE,) 

+a@ + Fr5)l U&J , 

(25) 

where cA is the photon polarization, q represents the outgoing photon’s momen- 
tum, and A - F are the invariant amplitudes for each case. Electromagnetic gauge 
invariance, which dictates @JAW = 0, yields the condition 

- m#(C + DYE,) + mQ(C - DYS) + $(E + Fy5) = 0. (26) 

For an on-shell photon (qz = 0), this gives C = D = 0. Folding in the property 
eA . qA = 0, we are left with the magnetic dipole transition amplitude 

4Q --t dr) = &)%(P - q) Iiqy~~v(A + BYS)] uQ(P) . (27) 

This amplitude is represented by a gauge invariant set of loop diagrams (in this 
case, electromagnetic penguin diagrams) which sum to a finite result as there are 

Quark F2 
d 1.57 x 1O-g 3.36 x 10-l’ 
S 2.92 x lo-’ 6.26 x lo-* 
b 3.31 x 10-4 3.17 x 10-s 
U 2.27 x 1O-g 1.29 x 10-12 
C 2.03 x 1O-4 7.34 x 10-s 
t 0.39 1.56 x 1O-2 

Table 6: Contributions to c + u7 and b + sy. 

no counterterms to absorb the infinities. The perturbative calculation of these 
diagrams yield the familiar result (neglecting the mass of the final state quark) 

r(Q -+ dr) = w IhQ%q [Fdm~IMi$) - WmflM$)] 

+VqVjl [Fdm:IM&) - &Cmf/M&)]12 , (28) 

where the function F2 is given in Inami and Lim. ss It is instructive to compare the 
magnitude of these functions for the decays c + u7 and 6 + sy, for the various 
internal quark states; this is presented in Table 6. Dominance of the t-quark 
intermediate state in b + s7 is evident, even upon including the CKM factors. 
Its effect is so large that the other intermediate states are numerically negligible 
and hence are typically omitted. The amplitudes for c + u7 differ from that of 
b + sy in two important respects: (i) there is no single intermediate state which 
dominates, and (ii) the overall magnitude is much smaller. The effectiveness of 
the GIM mechanism is clearly demonstrated. 

4.1.1 Radiative B Decays 

Radiative B decays have become the benchmark FCNC process and provide one 
of the best testing grounds of the SM. The CLEO Collaboration has reported31 
the observation of the inclusive decay B --t X,7 with a branching fraction of 
(2.32 f 0.57 f 0.35) x 10e4 and 95% C.L. bounds of 1 x 1O-4 < B(B + X.7) < 
4.2 x 10e4, as well as an updated measurement 32 for the related exclusive process 
B(B + K’7) = (4.2 f 0.8 f 0.6) x IO- 5. This yields a value of 0.181 f 0.068 
for the ratio of exclusive to inclusive rates. On the theoretical side, the reliability 
of the calculation of the quark-level process B + X,7 has improved with the 
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‘completion of the next-to-leading logarithmic QCD corrections. It has thus pro- 
vided strong restrictions on the parameters of several theories beyond the SM.33 
This constitutes the first direct observation of a penguin mediated process(!) and 
demonstrates the fertile ground ahead for the detailed exploration of the SM in 
rare B transitions. 

In the SM, the quark-level transition B --t X,7 is mediated by W-boson and 
t-quark exchange in an electromagnetic penguin diagram, as discussed above. To 
obtain the branching fraction, the inclusive rate is scaled to that of the semi- 
leptonic decay B --t X&t. This procedure removes uncertainties from the overall 
factor of rn% and reduces the ambiguities involved with the imprecisely determined 
CKM factors. The result is then resealed by the experimental value for the semi- 
leptonic branching fraction, 

B(i3 + X.7) = V + X,-Y) 
I’(B --f xeti() 

B(B --t Xe&). (29) 

The QCD corrections are calculated34 via an operator product expansion based 
on the effective Hamiltonian 

which is then evolved from the electroweak scale down to ,u N mb by the Renor- 
malization Group Equations @GE).  The Oi are a complete set of renormalized 
operators of dimension six or less which mediate b --f s transitions. They consist 
of the two current-current operators 0 1.2, the four strong penguin operators 03-s, 
and the electro- and chrome-magnetic dipole operators Or and Os, respectively, 
and can be written as 

(31) 

07 = srnb( &u,,,PRb,) FpY , 

08 = $-&Sa~pv~&&t?)~‘v7 
where the terms proportional to m, in 07,s have been neglected. We note that 
the magnetic and chromomagnetic dipole operators, &,s, contain explicit mass 
factors which must also be renormalized as shown below. 

The Ci represent the corresponding Wilson coefficients which are evaluated 
berturbatively at the electroweak scale, where the matching conditions are im- 
posed and then evolved down to the renormalization scale p. The expressions for 
the coefficients at the W  scale are 

cl,3-S(MW) = 0 , C?(MW) = 1, (32) 
1 

C7(Mw) = --F2(11) , 2 cS(MW) = -;%t), 

with x E mf/M$ and 

F2(2) = Q 
x3 - 5x2 - 2x 

4(x - 1)s 
+ 3x21ns 

2(x - 1)4 1 2x3 + 5x2 - 2 3x3 In x 
+ 4(x - 1)s -2(2- 

D(x) = 
x3 - 5x2 - 2x 3x2 In x 

4(x - 1)3 + 2(z - 1)4 ’ (33) 

where Q  represents the charge of the internal quark. 
The leading logarithmic QCD corrections to the decay width have been com- 

pletely resummed, but lead to a sizable ~1 dependence of the branching fraction, 
and hence, it is essential to include the next-to-leading order corrections to reduce 
the theoretical uncertainty. In this case, the calculation of the perturbative QCD 
corrections involves several steps, requiring corrections to both the Wilson coef- 
ficients and the matrix elements of the operators in Hq. (30) in order to ensure 
a scheme-independent result. For the matrix elements, this includes the QCD 
bremsstrahlung corrections 35 b + s-r + g, and the NLO virtual corrections which 
have recently been completed in both the naive dimensional regularization (NDR) 
and ‘t Hooft-Veltman schemes. 36 Summing these contributions to the matrix ele- 
ments and expanding them around /.J = mb, one arrives at the decay amplitude 

(34) M (b+s$=- 4G~~~D(syl~7(mb)lb)l,, 

%(mb) D = C7cff(p) + 4a (35) 

with 
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. . Here, the quantrtres 7$)“’ are the entries of the effective leading order anomalous 
dimension matrix, and the ri are computed in Greub et ~l.,~ for i = 2,7,8. The 
first term in Eq. (35), C,C”(fi), must be computed at NLO precision, while it is 
consistent to use the leading order values of the other coefficients. The explicit 
logarithms os(mb) log(mb/p) in the equation are cancelled by the p dependence of 
C$““f’(~). This feature significantly reduces the scale dependence of the resulting 
branching fraction. The contribution to the inclusive width including these virtual 
corrections is then 

l-y$(B + x,-f)‘= ~~,pdeCZFh&bVt:12 
32r4 FlD12, 

where the factor F = mf(mb)/m&,& = 1 - 8o,(mb)/3z arises from the mass 
factor present in the magnetic dipole operator. This should be compared to the 
familiar leading order result (which omits the virtual corrections to (07)) 

JI-(B --f Xb7) = m&de 
32p I&bv,:121@‘(d12. 

For the Wilson coefficients, the NLO result entails the computation of the 
O(a,) terms in the matching conditions, and the renormalization group evolution 
of the Ci(cl) must be computed using the CJ(az) anomalous dimension matrix. 
The former step has been computed in Ref. 37. The latter step is quite difficult, 
since some entries in the matrix have to be extracted from three-loop diagrams, 
and has recently been completed,” with the conclusion being that in the NDR 
scheme the NLO correction to C;“(p) is small. 

The total inclusive width is then given by the sum of the virtual and bremsstrah- 
lung corrections, r(B + X,7) = lYuirt + rbrcms, where rbrems is given in 
Greub et aZ.,35*36 and the branching fraction is calculated by scaling to the semilep 
tonic decay rate. The leading order power corrections in the heavy quark expan- 
sion are identical for B + X.7 and B --t X&t, and hence cancel in the ratio.3g 
This allows us to. approximate r(B --t X87) with the perturbatively calculable 
free quark decay rate. For m, fivs = 175 f 6GeV (Ref. 13), mb/2 5 ~1 5 2mb, 
Q, = 0.118 f 0.003 (Refs. 4, 40), B,I = (10.23 f 0.39)% (Ref. 41), and )71,/m) = 
0.29 f 0.02, we find the branching fraction 

B(B + X.7) = (3.25 f 0.30 f 0.40) x 1O-4 , (38) 

where the first error corresponds to the combined uncertainty associated with 
the value of mt and p, and the second error represents the uncertainty from the 

other parameters. This is well within ,the range observed by CLEO. In Fig. 2, 
the inclusive branching fraction is displayed as a function of the top mass from 
Ref. 42. The dashed lines indicate the error in the branching ratio if we fix 
p = mb and vary all the other parameters over their allowed ranges given above. 
The solid lines indicate the error for mb/2 < p < 2mb with all other parameters 
fixed to their central values. This visually demonstrates that the error in the 
theoretical calculation of B + X.7 is not overwhelmed by the scale uncertainty; 
other uncertainties are now comparable. Within the SM (and assuming Vrb = l), 
comparison with the experimental result gives IVt./Vdl = 0.85 f O.l2(exp) f 
O.lO(th), which is consistent with unity.43 

_____- ____-- __-- 

3.5 = - - - - 

2.0- 
160 165 170 175 160 

mt (GeV) 

Figure 2: The branching ratio of B --t X,7 vs mt. The dashed lines indicate the error in 
the branching ratio if we fix /A = mb and vsry all the other parameters over their allowed 
ranges: a,(Mz) = 0.118 f 0.003, &l = 10.23 f 0.39%, and m&b = 0.29 f 0.02. 
The solid lines indicate the error for mb/2 < /J < 2mb and all other parameters fixed to 
their central values. 

Before discussing explicit models of new physics, we first investigate the con- 
straints placed directly on the Wilson coefficients of the magnetic moment oper- 
ators from the CLEO measurement of B --t X,7. Writing the coefficients at the 
matching scale in the form Ci( Mw ) = C,“” ( Mw) + Cy’“( Mw) , where Cy-( Mw) 

. . 
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represents the contributions from new interactions. Due to operator mixing, the 
CLEO measurement of B + X,7 then limits the possible values for C,nC’“(Mw) 
for i = 7,8. These bounds are summarized in Fig. 3, where the allowed regions 
lie inside the diagonal bands., 42 We note that two bands occur due to the overall 
sign ambiguity in the determination of the coefficients. Here, the solid bands cor- 
respond to the constraints obtained from the current CLEO measurement, taking 
into aCCOUnt the variation of the renormalization scale mb/2 5 ~1 5 2mb, as well 
as the allowed ranges of the other input parameters. The dashed bands represent 
the constraints when the scale is fixed to p = mb. We note that large values of 
C,“‘“(Mw) are allowed even in the region where Cy”‘(Mw) N 0. Experimental 
bounds on the decay b --t sg are needed to constrain Cs. 

-2 -1 0 

cyQfw; 
2 3 

Figure 3: Bounds on the contributions from new physics to Cr,s. The region allowed 
by the CLEO data corresponds to the area inside the solid diagonal bands. The dashed 
bands represent the constraints when the renormalization scale is set to p = mb. The 
diamond at the position (0,O) represents the Standard Model. 

l Fourth Generation 

In the case of four families, there is an additional contribution to B + X,7 
from the virtual exchange of the fourth generation upquark t’ (Ref. 44). The 

Wilson coefficients of the dipole operators are then modified by 

(39) 
I$j represents the 4 x 4 CKM matrix which now contains nine parameters; six an- 
gles and three phases. The values of the elements of the 4 x 4 CKM matrix 
are much less restricted than their three-generation counterparts, as one can no 
lynger apply the three-generation unitarity constraints.4 Hence, even the overall 
CKM factor in the B + X,7 branching ratio, I&by:/&,l, can take on different 
values. Figure 4(a) displays the resulting branching fraction as a function of rn,t 
for ml = 180 GeV; here the vertical lines represent the range of possible values 
as the CKM elements are varied. These ranges were determined by generating 
10s sets of the nine parameters in the 4 x 4 CKM matrix and demanding consis- 
tency with (i) four-generation unitarity and the extraction of the CKM elements 
from charged current measurements, (ii) the value of the ratio I&/v&l, (iii) E, 
and (iv) B” - Bd mixing. We see that there is little or no sensitivity to the r’- 
quark mass, and that the CLEO measurement places additional constraints on 
the 4 x 4 CKM matrix. In fact, we find that consistency with CLEO demands 
0.20 5 I&b&I 5 1.5 x 10m2 and 0.23 5 II&,k$sj 5 1.1 x 10e3. 

l Two-H&s-Doublet Models 

In PHDM, the H* contributes to B + X.7 via virtual exchange together with 
the top quark. At the W  scale, the coefficients of the dipole operators take the 
form (in Model II described above) 

Ci(Mw) = C,F”(mf/M$) + Af*(mf/m$*) + &A$* (mfl&) y (40) 

where i = 7,8. The analytic form of the functions Ali, AZ, can be found in Refs. 45. 
and 46. In Model II, large enhancements appear for small values of tanp, but 
more importantly, we see that B(B --t X,7) is always larger than that of the 
SM, independent ,of the value of tan p due to the presence of the AC* term. This 
leads to the familiar bound31 mHt > 260 GeV obtained from the measurement of 
B(B + XS7) by CLEO. However, this constraint does not make use of the recent 
NLO calculation. We remind the reader that a full NLO calculation would also 
require the higher order matching conditions for the H* contributions. Neverthe- 
less, we recall that the results on the NLO corrections to C;“(p) indicate they are 
smalLss and a good approximation is obtained by employing the uncorrected H* 
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matching conditions. Since the NLO corrections to the matrix element drastically 
reduces the p dependence of the branching fraction, we would expect the resulting 
H* constraints to improve. Indeed, we find that4* the CLEO bound excludes the 
region to the left and beneath the curves in Fig. 4(b). For rnp = 169 GeV, we 
see that mHt > 300 GeV. This is calculated by using the same procedure that 
produced the previous charged Higgs mass bound by CLEO, i.e., all the input 
parameters (e.g., a,, /.r, m,/mb, and B(B + Xf&)) are varied over their allowed 
ranges in order to ascertain the most conservative limit. This bound holds in the 
general two-Higgs-doublet-model II, and in supersymmetry if the superpartners 
are all significantly massive. 

l Supersymmetry 

, There are several new classes of contributions to B + X,7 in supersymmetry. 
The large H* contributions from Model II discussed above are present; however, 
the limits obtained in supersymmetric theories also depend on the size of the 
other super-particle contributions and are generally much more complex. In par- 
ticular, it has been shown47v4s that large contributions can arise from stopsquark 
and chargino exchange (due to the possibly large stopsquark mass splitting), as 
well as from the gluino and down-type squark loops (due to left-right mixing in 
the sbottom sector). The additional neutralinodown-squark contributions are 
expected to be small. Some regions of the parameter space can thus cancel the 
H* contributions resulting in predictions for the branching fraction at (or even 
below) the SM value, while other regions always enhance the amplitude. In min- 
imal supergravity models with radiative breaking, the sign of the sparticle loop 
contributions is found to be correlated with the sign of the higgsino mass pa- 
rameter p (Refs. 48, 49). A scatter plot in the R7 - Rs plane is presented4* in 

CI”‘“(Mw) Fig. 4(c), where Ri E +MtMWj - I = s.yt:“‘!. Each point in the scatter plot 
is derived from the minimal supergravity-model with different initial conditions, 
and is consistent with all collider bounds and is out of reach of LEPII. The first 
thing to note from the figure is that large values of R7 and Rs are generated, and 
the R7 and Rs values are very strongly correlated. The diagonal bands represent 
the bounds on the Wilson coefficients from the observation of B -+ X,7 as deter- 
mined previously. We see that the current CLEO data already places significant 
restrictions on the supersymmetric parameter space. Further constraints will be 
obtainable once a 10% measurement of B(B + XJ7) is made, and the sign of 

Cr is determined from a global fit described below. In this case, if no deviations 
from the SM are observed, the supersymmetric contributions will be restricted to 
lie in the dashed band. It is clear that these processes can explore vast regions 
of the supersymmetric parameter space. In fact, it is possible that spectacularly 
large deviations in rare B decays could be manifest at B factories, while collider 
experiments would not detect a hint of new physics. 

l Anomalous Top-Quark Couplings 

If the top quark has anomalous couplings to on-shell photons or gluons, the 
rate for B --f X,7 would be modified. The effect of an anomalous magnetic and/or 
electric dipole moment in the Lagrangian 

on the Wilson coefficients is 

c~,*(M~) = C$‘(mf/M$) + ~,,,F~,.,(dlM$) + kgF27.8(mflM&). (42) 

The functions FQ can be found in Ref. 50. The effects of anomalous chromo- 
dipole moments arise from operator mixing. When the resulting branching frac- 
tion and the CLEO data are combined, the constraints (at leading order) in 
Fig. 4(d) are obtained51 for mt = 180 GeV. In this figure, the allowed region 
is given by the area inside the solid (dashed) semicircle when n,, & = 0(= K+,, b). 
These bounds are considerably weaker than those obtainable from direct top-quark 
production at colliders5* 

One of the goals of a high-luminosity B physics program is to extract the ratio 
of CKM elements IVtdl/lVt.l from a measurement of 

B(B- --t P--Y) B(@ + pay) + B(@ + w-y) 
B(B- + P-7) = B(Bo + K’0-y) (43) 

where t accounts for SU(3) symmetry breaking and R represents the phase space 
ratio. CLEO has’ recently placed 32 the bounds on the exclusive branching frac- 
tions, B(B” --t p”7) < 3.9 x 10e5, B(B- --t p-7) < 1.1 x 10e5, and B(p -+ 
w”7) < 1.3 x 10e5. Combining this with their measurement of B + K’7 and the- 
oretical estimates53 of the SU(3) breaking factor places the 90% C.L. constraint 
I&l/II&l < 0.45 - 0.56. However, this technique of determining this ratio of 
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%dMw > CL > mB) = -$$ -x v~v,,[~~(~)of+~~(ll)oq], 
q-d& 

(44) 

%fl(mb > P  > 4 = -~qc~s,bV~KJCl(PP~ + C*(clPj + 5 Ci(cl)Oi]l 
i=3 

where the operators are as defined in Eq. (32) with the appropriate substitu- 
tions. This procedure results57 in the inclusive branching fraction B(D + XU7) Y 
(2 - 5) x lo-s, with the range corresponding to the difference between neutral 
and charged D decay. (We note that these radiative branching fractions have 
also been scaled to semileptonic charm decay in order to reduce the CKM and m, 
uncertainties.) We see that in this case, the rate is given entirely by operator mix- 
ing! The penguin contributions to the exclusive channels would then be typically 
of order 10mg, which is still significantly smaller than the longdistance estimates 
presented in the following text in Table 8. We note that for radiative charm de- 
cays, the predicted values of the exclusive branching fractions from long-distance 
effects are within reach of B factories. 

4.2 Other Rare B Decays 

As discussed above, FCNC processes in the B sector are not as suppressed as in 
the other meson systems and can occur at reasonable rates in the SM. This is due 
to a sizable loop-level contribution from the top quark, which results from the 
combination of the large top msss (giving a big GIM splitting) and the diagonal 
nature of the CKM matrix. Long-distance effects are expected to play less of a role 
due to the heavy B mass, and hence rare processes are essentially short-distance 
dominated. Many classes of new models can also give significant and testable 
contributions to rare B transitions. 

Other FCNC decays of B mesons include Bi,* + t?k?, 77, B --t Xd,d + 
9+4-,Xs,,@, with f = epr. In the SM, they are mediated by appropriate combina- 
tions of electromagnetic and weak penguins as well as box diagrams, and generally 
have larger rates, as discussed above, due to the heavy top quark and the diag- 
onal nature of the CKM matrix. The SM predictions and current experimental 
situation4,5s*5g for these decays are summarized in Table 7, taking mt = 180 GeV. 
The purely leptonic decays, B" + e+P-, can be enhanced by contributions from 
new physics at both the loop-level (for example, in Extended Technicolor model@ 

Decay Mode Experimental Limit &TM 

e --f e+e- < 5.9 x lO-‘j (CLEO) 2.6 x lo-r5 

J2-b P+P- < 1.6 x 10-b (CDF) 1.1 x 10-1s 
Bj -4 r+r- 2.1 x 10-s 
+?f --t e+e- - 5.3 x 10-14 

q + P+P- < 8.4 x 1O-6 (CDF) (3.6 f 1.8) x lo-’ 
g + r+r- - 5.1 x 10-r 

Bo -+ p+p- < 8.0 x IO-g (D0) 
Bo + e*pT < 5.9 x lO-‘j (CLEO) 0 
Bo -+ efrT < 5.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO) 0 
Bo -b #u*rr < 8.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO) 0 

@  --t 77 < 3.9 x 10-5 (L3) 1.0 x 10-s 

e + 77 < 1.5 x 10-4 (L3) 3 x 10-r 

B+X,+7 (2.32 f 0.57 f 0.35) x 1O-4 (CLEO) (3.25 f 0.30 f 0.40) x 1O-4 
B + K’y (4.2 f 0.8 f 0.6) x 1O-5 (CLEO) (4.0 f 2.0) x 10-s 

9 -+ PO7 < 3.9 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (0.85 f 0.65) x 1O-6 
Bo -a wO7 < 1.3 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (0.85 f 0.65) x 1O-6 
B- + p-7 1.1 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (1.9 f 1.6) x lo-” 
B + X, + e+e- - (6.25+;:$) x 1O-6 
B-iX,+,u+p- < 3.6 x 1O-5 (DO) (5.73::::;) x 10-s 
B + X, + r+r- - (3.24+;$) x 1O-7 
P + K”ee/pp < 1.5/2.6 x 1O-4 (CLEO) (5.0 f 3.0)/(3.0 f 1.8) x 1O-7 
B- --f K-ee/pp < 1.2/0.9 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (5.0 f 3.0)/(3.0 f 1.8) x 1O-7 
iP + POee/pp < 1.6/2.5 x 1O-5 (CLEO/CDF) (2.0 f 1.0)/(1.25 f 0.62) x 1O-6 
B- + I?eelpp < 6.9/11 x lo-” (CLEO) (2.0 f l-0)/(1.25 f 0.62) x 1O-6 
B+ + K+e*pF < 1.2 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 0 
BO j R’Oe’@  < 2.7 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 0 

B -i X, -k 16 < 7.7 x 1O-4 (ALEPH) (3.8 f 0.8) x 1O-5 

Table 7: Standard Model predictions for the branching fractions for various rare B me- 
son decays with f~, = 180 MeV. Also shown are the current experimental iiiits.4~57r’s 
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or by virtual Hf exchanges’ in PHDM), and at tree-level, e.g., with leptoquark 
exchange.62 However, ss can be seen from the table, the experimental probes of 
these purely leptonic decays, are orders of magnitude above the expected rates, 
and hence only potentially large tree-level contributions can currently be tested. 
Indeed, the most stringent constraints on tree-level leptoquark contributions in 
B decays are obtained from the exclusive reaction B + Ke,u (Ref. 62). However, 
in this case, there exist large uncertainties associated with the hadronic matrix 
elements, yielding some sloppiness in the resulting bounds. 

The transition b --t se+!- merits further attention ss it offers an excellent 
opportunity to search for new physics. For example, it has been founds3 that 
Extended Technicolor models with a GIM mechanism already violate(!) the ex- 

,perimental upper bound on B + X,@p, but more traditional ETC models yield a 
rate which is close to the SM prediction. The decay proceeds via electromagnetic 
and 2 penguin as well as by W  box diagrams, and hence can probe different cou- 
pling structures than the pure electromagnetic process b -+ ~7. For B + X,P+t- 
the Hamiltonian of the effective field theory [see Eq. (30)] is expanded to include 
two additional operators, Os,rs. This formalism leads to the physical decay am- 
plitude (neglecting the strange quark mass) 

M(B + X.f?P-) = 

where q’ represents the momentum transferred to the lepton pair. The expressions 
for Ci( Mw) are given by the Inami-Lim functions.30 A NLO analysis for this decay 
has recently been performed,64 where it is stressed that a scheme-independent re- 
sult can only be obtained by including the leading and next-to-leading logarithmic 
corrections to C&r) while retaining only the leading logarithms in the remaining 
Wilson coefficients. The residual leading p dependence in C,(p) is cancelled by 
that contained in the matrix element of 0s. The combination yields an effective 
value of Cs given by 

The reduced scale dependence of the NLO versus the LO corrected coefficients is 
reflected in the deviations AC&) 6 f 10% and AG”(p) z f 20% ss ~1 is var- 
ied in the range mb/2 5 ,u 5 2mb. We find that the coefficients are much less sensi- 
tive to the values of the remaining input parameters, with ACg(mb), AC;“(mb) 6 
3%, varying a,(Mz) = 0.118 f 0.003 (Fiefs. 4 and 41), and rnp = 175 f 6 GeV 
(Ref. 13) corresponding to mt(mt) = 166f6 GeV. The resulting inclusive branch- 
ing fractions (which are computed by scaling the width for B + X,f+P- to that 
for B semileptonic decay) are found to be (6.25?@) x 10m6, (5.73?:%) x 1Od, and 
(3.24?$$ x lo-’ for P = e, p, and r, respectively, taking into account the above in- 
put parameter ranges, as well as B., E B(B + Xt’v) = (10.23 f 0.39)% (Ref. 19), 
and mc/mb = 0.29f0.02 (Refs. 36 and 4). There are also long-distance resonance 
contributions to B + X,tif?, arising from B + K(‘)+(‘) + K(*h’+P. These ap 
pear as an effective (h7,,bL)(?r,.t) interaction and are incorporated into CiJJ via 
the modification Y(g) + Y’(s) = Y(B) + Y,e.(i), where YJ;) is given in Ref. 65. 
These pole contributions lead to a significant interference between the dispersive 
part of the resonance and the short-distance contributions. However, suitable cuts 
on the lepton pair mass spectrum can cleanly separate the short-distance physics 
from the resonance contributions. 

c;“(s) = C9(P)rl(i) + Y(6) 1 (46) Various kinematic distributions associated with the final state lepton pair ren- 

with Y(i) being the one-loop matrix element of 09, n(S) represents the single der B + X.tiP an excellent SM testing ground. These distributions include 

gluon corrections to this matrix element, and s = $/m: is the scaled momentum the lepton pair invariant mass distribution,@j the lepton pair forward-backward 

transferred to the lepton pair. The effective value for C;“(U) refers to the leading asymmetry,67 and the tau polarization ssymmetryss in the case f = r. They 

order scheme-independent result obtained by Bums et aI. 34 The corresponding 
formulae for Ci(p), Y(i), and n(9) are collected in Refs. 43 and 64. The operator 
Or. does not renormalize, and hence its corresponding coefficient does not depend 
on the value of ,U (except for the p dependence associated with the definition of the 
topquark mass). The numerical estimates [in the naive dimensional regularization 
(NDR) scheme] for these coefficients are then (taking my = 4.87 GeV, rnp = 
115 GeV, and a.(Mz) = 0.118) 

and 

C;“(p = mb ;E:‘*) = -0.312;::=, 

cg(p = mb ;$*) = 4.21~~~, (47) 

C&.I) = -4.55. (48) 
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are presented in Fig. 5, with and without the resonance contributions. Note 
that both asymmetries are large. As an example of how new physics can affect 
these distributions, we display in Fig. 5(d) the tau polarization asymmetry for 
various changes of sign of the contributing Wilson coefficients. Measurement of 
all three kinematic distributions ss well ss the rate for B + X.7 would allow 
for the determination of the sign and magnitude of all the Wilson coefficients 
for the contributing operators and thus provide a completely model-independent 
analysis. A 95% C.L. Monte Carlo fit to these coefficients has been performed4’ 
in order to ascertain how much quantitative information will be obtainable at 
future B factories. In this fit, “data” has been generated assuming the SM is 
realized, and by dividing the lepton pair invariant mass spectrum into bins, where 
six of the bins are taken to be in the low dilepton invariant mass region below 
the J/T+!J resonance, and three of the bins above the # pole. The “data” has been 
statistically fluctuated using a normalized Gaussian distributed random number 
procedure. The errors in each bin are expected to be statistics dominated. How- 
ever, for B + X,7, the statistical precision will eclipse the possible systematic and 
theoretical accuracy, and a flat 10% error in the determination of the branching 
fraction is thus assumed. A three-dimensional X2 fit to the coefficients Cr,s,r&) 
is performed for three values of the integrated luminosity, 3 x lo’, lo*, and 5 x 10s 
BB pairs, corresponding to one year at e+e- B factory design luminosity, one 
year at an upgraded accelerator, and the total accumulated luminosity at the end 
of the program. Hadron colliders will, of course, also contribute to this program, 
but it is more difficult to assess their potential systematic and statistical weights 
without further study. 

The 95% C.L. allowed regions as projected onto the C&J) - C&I) and 
C;“(p) - C&J) planes are depicted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), where the diamond 
represents the expectations in the SM. We see that the determinations are rela- 
tively poor for 3 x 10’ Bi? pairs and that higher statistics are required in order to 
focus on regions centered around the SM. Clearly, Cs and Crs are highly correlated, 
whereas C;” and Crs are not. We see that the sign, as well as the magnitude, of 
all the coefficients including C;” can now be determined. 

Supersymmetric contributions to B -+ X.P!- have recently been analyzed 
in Refs. 42 and 69. In Fig. 7, the correlation between Rs and Rrs (recall & E 
C;““(Mw) 
WWW) - 1) is displayed using the same supersymmetric parameter space as in 

Figure 5: (a) Differential branching fraction, (b) lepton pair forward-backward esym- 
metry, and (c) tau polarization asymmetry as a function of 0 for f = T (solid and dashed 
curves) and L = e (dotted and dash-dotted curves), with and without the long-distance 
contributions. (d) Tau polarization asymmetry with changes in sign of the Wilson co- 
efficients at the electroweak scale, corresponding to Cre, Cg, Cg,rs, SM, and C7.8 from 
bottom to top. 
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Figure 6: The 95% C.L. projections in the (a) Cg-C’le and (b) &‘-Crs planes, where 
the allowed regions lie inside of the contours. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours 
correspond to 3 x.10’, 108, and 5 x 108 BB pairs. The S M  prediction is labeled by the 
diamond. 

Fig. 4(c). We see that & is always positive since the charged Higgs boson and 
chargino contributions always add constructively. We see that the values of Rg 
and RIO are bounded by about 0.04, a small number compared to the range found 
for R7 in Fig. 4(c), and rendering the minimal supergravity contributions to Rslo 
essentially unobservable. The solid lines in this figure correspond to the 95% C.L. 
bounds obtainable with very high integrated luminosity (5 x lo* BB pairs) at 
B factories from the global fit shown above. 

4.3 Other Rare D Decays 

While investigations of the K and l3 systems have and will continue to play a 
central role in our quest to understand flavor physics, in-depth examinations of 
the charm-quark sector have yet to be performed, leaving a gap in our knowledge. 
Since charm is the only heavy charged +2/3 quark presently accessible to experi- 
ment in copious amounts, it provides the sole window of opportunity to examine 
tlavor physics in this sector. In addition, charm allows a complementary probe of 
SM physics (and beyond) to that attainable from the down-quark sector. 

Figure 7: Parameter space scatter plot of Rg vs RIO in minimal supergravity model. 
The global fit to the coe5cients obtained in Fig. 6 with 5 x 108 BB pairs corresponds 
to the region inside the diagonal bands. 
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Due to the effectiveness of the GIM mechanism, short-distance SM contribu- 
tions to rare charm processes are very small. Most reactions are thus dominated 
by long-range effects which are difficult to reliably calculate. However, for some 
interactions, there exists a window for the potential observation of new physics. 
In fact, it is precisely because the SM flavor changing neutral current rates are so 
small that charm provides an untapped opportunity to discover new effects and 
offers a detailed test of the SM in the upquark sector. 

FCNC decays of the D meson include the processes Do + P+l-,77, and 
D + X + 4+P-,X + vD,X + 7,, with P = e,p, and with the radiative decays 
being discussed above. The calculation of the SM short-distance rates for these 
processes is straightforward and the transition amplitudes and standard loop in- 
tegrals, which are categorized in Ref. 30 for rare K decays, are easily converted 
to the D system. The loop integrals relevant for Do + 77 may be found in 
Ref. 70. Employing the GIM mechanism results in a general expression for the 
loop integrals which can be written ss 

A = V,V;#+,) - +d)] + Vcbv;[+b) - F&f)], (49) 

with ri z mt/M& and F(zd) usually being neglected (except in the 27 case). 
The s- and b-quark contributions are roughly equal as the larger CKM factors 
compensate for the small strange quark mass. The values of the resulting inclusive 
short-distance branching fractions are shown in Table 8, along with the current 
experimental bounds. 4,71 The corresponding exclusive rates are typically sn order 
of magnitude less than the inclusive case. We note that the transition Do + tie- 
is helicity suppressed and hence has the smallest branching fraction. The range 
given for this branching fraction, (1 - 20) x 10-lg, indicates the effect of varying 
the parameters in the ranges fn = 0.15 - 0.25 GeV and m, = 0.15 - 0.40 GeV. 
It is clear that the typical branching fraction is indeed much smaller than that in 
the B meson system, illustrating the effectiveness of the GIM mechanism when 
there is no heavy top quark contributing inside the loop. 

The calculation of the long-distance branching fractions are plagued with the 
usual hadronic uncertainties, and the estimates listed in the table convey an up- 
per limit on the size of these effects rather than an actual value. These esti- 
mates have been computed by considering various intermediate particle states 
(e.g., K, K, I?, r~, rf, rrr, or KR) and inserting the known rates for the decay of 
the intermediate particles into the final state of interest. In all cases, we see 

Decay Mode Experimental Limit BSD. BL.D. 

Do + p+p- < 7.6 x 1O-6 (WA92) (1 - 20) x 10-1s < 3 x 10-1s 
Do + e+e- < 1.3 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 
jl” + pfer < 1.9 x lo-’ (CLEO) 0 0 

Do --t 77 - 10-1s < 3 x 10-g 
D+X,,+y 1.4 x 10-17 
Do + p”7 < 1.4 x 10v4 (CLEO-prelim.) < 2 x 10-s 
Do + do7 < 2.0 x lob4 (CLEO-prelim.) < 10-4 
D+ --t p+y - < 2 x 10-4 
D+ + R’+7 - 3 x 10-r 
Do + ai - 1.6 x 1O-4 
D+x,+e+e- 4 x 10-s 
Do --t r’Oee/pp < 4.5/18 x 1O-5 (CLEO/E653) 
Do --t pee/PC1 c 1.1/2.6 x 1O-4 (CLEO/E653) < 2 x 10-1s 
Do + p”ee/pp < 1.0/2.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO/E653) 
Do --t veelw < 1.1/5.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO) 
D+ + w+ee/pp < 6.6/1.8 x 10e5 (CLEO/E653) few x 1O-1o < 10-E 
D+ + K+ee/pp < 48013.2 x 10m5 (MRK2/E653) < 10-1s 
D+ --f P+W < 5.6 x 1O-4 (E653) 
D”+X,+uc 2.0 x 10-15 
Do + n”vti - 4.9 x 10-1s < 6 x lo-l6 
Do + I?% - < 10-12 
D+ +X,+vii - 4.5 x lo-is 
D+ --t ?r+ufi - 3.9 x 10-1s < 8 x lo-l6 
D+ + K+vii - < 10-14 

Table 8: Standard Model predictions for the branching fractions due to short- and 
long-distance contributions for various rare D meson decays. Also shown are the 
90% CL. current experimental limits.71 
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that the long-distance contributions overwhelm those from the SM short-distance 
physics. 

Lepton flavor violating decays, e.g., Do + pier and D + X + p*eF, are 
strictly forbidden in the SM with massless neutrinos. In a model with massive 
nondegenerate neutrinos and nonvanishing neutrino mixings, such as in four- 
generation models, Do + p*er would be mediated by box diagrams with the 
massive neutrinos being exchanged internally. LEP data restricts72 heavy neu- 
trino mixing with e and ~1 to be IV&J~,,12 < 7 x 10m6 for a neutrino with mass 
mN > 45 GeV. Consistency with this bound constrains the branching fraction 
to be B(D” + p*eF) c 6 x lo- 22 . This same result also holds for a heavy sin- 
glet neutrino which is not accompanied by a charged lepton. The observation of 
this decay at a larger rate than the above bound would be a clear signal for the 
existence of a different class of models with new physics. 

Examining Table 7, we see that there is a large window of opportunity to 
discover the existence of new physics in rare charm decays. Although the SM 
short-distance.contributions are completely dominated by the long-distance ef- 
fects, there are some modes where the size of the two contributions are not that 
far apart. The observation of any of these modes at a larger rate than what 
is predicted from long-distance interactions would provide a clear signal for new 
physics. 

4.4 Rare Decays in the Kaon System 

The SM level for the theoretically clean decay K+ + r+yp should be reached 
in the next decade, with the present bound73 on the branching fraction being 
B(K+ -+ rr+~p) < 2.4 x lo-’ from E787 at Brookhaven. This transition is theo- 
retically clean as it is short-distance dominated;74 the relevant hadronic operator 
is extracted from K+ --t rrOe+y, and the next-to-leading order QCD corrections 
are fully known. 75 The SM processes responsible for this decay are Z-mediated 
penguin graphs and W  box diagrams with both charm and top quarks contribut- 
ing internally. The full NLO expressions for this decay are given in Ref. 75. The 
impact of the NLO corrections are to reduce the scale uncertainties from f22% 
to f7%. Here we present the approximate result recently given by Buras,12 

B(K+ + n+vv) = 0.7x10-is[(~)z(~)‘(~)za+cc+‘c], 

= (9.1 f 3.2) x lo-“, (50) 

where the cc and tc terms represent the pure charm and charm-top contributions, 
respectively. Measurement of this rare decay would provide a sensitive and direct 
determination of Vtd. The theoretical error12*75 on an evaluation of Vtd from this 
channel is at the f4% level. Hence, this mode represents the most promising 
technique of determining l&. 

An enhancement over the SM rate would clearly signal new physics although 
such enhancements are not expected in most minimal extensions of the SM once 
the constraints from B - B mixing, Ed, and b --t s7 are taken into account.76 
These processes are to a large extent governed by the same parameters, limiting 
the impact of new physics in this case. A possible exception concerns the MSSM 
with SUSY particles in the 100 GeV range where there can be some enhance- 
ment.77 There remains the possibility of large enhancements in SUSY models 
with broken R-parity, models with family symmetry producing a new type of neu- 
trino, as well as certain leptoquark models.76 Typically, these models are more 
weakly constrained overall and could also lead to nonstandard signals in other 
rare processes (for example, B or D decays). The Three-H&s-Doublet model 
also can lead to a moderate enhancement (by a factor of three) of the standard 
rate for this decay.78 This is to be contrasted with the PHDM where the existing 
constraints preclude any significant effect in future kaon decay messurements.46 

The process KL + $p- shares several features of the preceding one as far as 
sensitivity to new physics is concerned. However, the bounds obtained are not as 
reliable due to large and uncertain long-distance contributions. One interesting 
aspect of this process is the sensitivity to other sources of CP violation in the 
measurement of the longitudinal polarization of the muon, which is expected to 
be PL G 2 x 10m3 in the SM. 

Extensive discussions of other rare K decay modes can be found in Ref. 79. 

4.5 Rare Decays of the Top Quark 

Loopinduced flavor changing top quark decays are small in the SM, as in the 
charm-quark system, due to the effectiveness of the GIM mechanism and the 
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small masses of the Q  = -l/3 quarks. However, these transitions are anticipated 
to be theoretically clean ss long-distance effects are expected to be negligible. 
The SM rates for t + cy,c& cg are given by 4.9 x 10-13, 1.4 x 10-13, 4.4 x lo-“, 
respectively, for mt = 180 GeV (Ref. 80). The branching fraction for t + ch as 
a function of the Higgs mass is represented by the solid curve in Figs. 8(a) and 
8(b). We see that this rate is also tiny, being in the lo-r3 range over the entire 
kinematically allowed region for the Higgs mass. Loop contributions from new 
physics have been studied in 2HDMses1 and in SUSY,** and generally can enhance 
these transition rates by three to four orders of magnitude for some regions of the 
parameter space. The effects of virtual H* exchange in 2HDM of Type II on the 
reactions t + cV, V = 7,&g, are displayed in Fig. 8(c) for mt = 180 GeV. 

\ We see that, indeed, enhancements are present for large values of tan/I. We 
also examine the decays t + ch,cH in Model II, where h and H respectively 
represent the lightest and heaviest physical neutral scalars present in SHDM. The 
resulting rates are depicted in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) for the demonstrative case of 
rn+ = 600 GeV and tanp = 2(30), corresponding to the dashed (solid) curves. 
Here, we have made use of the SUSY Higgs mass relationships in order to reduce 
the number of free parameters. We note that the effects of super-partner virtual 
exchange should also be included (with, of course, a corresponding increase in the 
number of parameters!). We have also studied these modes in Model I and found 
similar rate increases for regions of the parameter space. Even if new physics were 
to produce such enhancements, the resulting branching fractions would still lie 
below the observable level in future experiments at an upgraded Tevatron, the 
LHC, or the NLC. 

On the other hand, if these FCNC decays were to be detected, they would 
provide an indisputable signal for new physics. Hence, a model-independent ap- 
proach in probing anomalous FCNC top-quark couplings has recently been taken 
by a number of authors.” By param eterizing the general tcV vertex in a manner 
similar to that presented in Eq. (6), and performing a Monte Carlo study of the 
signal rate versus potential backgrounds, Han et al.= have found that such anoma- 
lous couplings can be probed down to the level of tc7,s m  d&&&s N O.l(O.01) 
at the Tevatron (LHC). This corresponds to values of the branching fractions for 
t + cZ, c-y at the level of fewx10s3 for the Tevatron bounds and 10m4 for the 

LHC. CDF has, in fact, already performed a search for these FCNC decays from 
their present top sample, and has placed the boundsa B(t + cy + ~7) < 2.9% 
and B(t + CZ + ~2) < 90% at 95% and 90% C.L., respectively. 

Potential non-SM tree-level decays of the top quark could feasibly occur at 
measurable rates in future colliders. Examples of these possible transitions are: 
(i) the decay of top into a charged Higgs, t + bIf+ in multi-H&s models,ss 
‘(ii) the tree-level flavor-changing decay t --t ch, which can occur, if kinematically 
accessible, in multi-H&s models without natural flavor conservation, sss7 (iii) t + 

igo which can take place in supersymmetry if the topsquark is sufficiently lightas 
(this possibility is related to the large value of the top Yukawa coupling, and is 
thus special to the top system), and (iv) t -+ Pd in SUSY models with R-parity 
violation.sg For favorable values of the parameters, each of these modes could be 
competitive with the SM decay t + bW +. The observation of the top quark by 
CDF and Da, which relies heavily on the expected signal from SM top decay,13 can 
thus restrict the values of the branching fractions for these potential new modes. 
The possible constraints that could be obtained on the models which would allow 
the decays (i) t + bH+ and (ii) t -+ ch to occur, if these collaborations were 
to make the statement that the observed ti production rate is 50-90% of that 
expected in the SM, are given in Fig. 9. We have examined the case of the 
decay into a H* in Model II, taking rnt = 180 GeV, and find that the potentially 
excluded regions lie below the curves. Clearly, large regions of the parameter 
space have the potential to be ruled out. In the case of t --t ch decay, we have 
parameterized the tree-level tch coupling as (fiGF)r/*m,(o - p7s) and displayed 
the restrictions in the k z 4-p - mh plane. The region above the curves 
would be excluded. 

5 Neutral Meson M ixing 

For a neutral meson system, the mass and lifetime eigenstates, 9, PH, with 
masses rnL.,H and widths I’L,H, are conventionally defined as mixtures of the two 
weak CP-conjugate eigenstates P” , P as 

(51) 
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Figure 8: Branching fractions for (a) t + ch and (b) t --t cH as a function of the 
neutral Higgs mass in 2HDM of Type II. The SM rate is represented by the solid curve. 
(c) B(t + cV) where V = g,r,Z as a function of tanp in Model II. In all cases, the 
top-quark mass is taken to be 180 GeV. 
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Figure 9: Constraints placed on the nonstandard decays (a) t + bH+ and (b) t --t ch 
from demanding that the observed event rate for top-quark pair production is at least 
50,60,70,80, and 90% of that expected in the SM, corresponding to the dashed-dot, 
solid, dotted, dashed, and solid curves. rnt = 180 GeV is assumed. 

with the normalization lpi* + )ql* = 1, and the subscripts L and H denoting the 
light and heavy states, respectively. Here, Ps generically represents the peeu- 
doscalar neutral meson systems p, Do, Bj, and @. Note that there is no top 
meson mixing as the topquark decays too rapidly to form neutral meson bound 
states. There is also the equivalent definition 

IP,) = [(l + +)lpo) + (I - ~P,lWlI~~! 
IPH) = [(1+ ZP)lP”) - (I - t#wJm. (52) 

The mixing parameters are related by q/p = (1 - cp)/( 1 + ep). In the limit of CP 
invariance, lpl* = lql*, ‘Recp = 0, and a phase convention can be found such that 
hcp = 0 and p = q = l/a. Throughout our discussion, we will assume CPT 
invariance. 

The Hamiltonian eigenvalue equation 

Ml1 - $11 Ml2 - $12 
M;* - ;I’;, M22 - ;I?, 

) ( lq) =(ML,H+.H) ( lq) (53) 
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fl Do e e 
x 0.476 < 0.083 0.72f0.03 > 13.8 

Table 9: Experimental meamr ements and constraints4*‘* on the parameter z = AM/r 
for the various meson systems. 

has the solution 

(54) 

where AM = MH - ML = 21M121 and Ar = rH - rL = 21r1*l. Ml2 describes 
transitions between P” and i” via virtual states, and rl2 represents contributions 
to decay channels which are common to both P” and p. The parameter z 3 
AMfr is often used to describe the competition between the Ps - p mixing 
and decay. The experimental measurements and constraints on z for the various 
meson systems are listed in Table 9. 

The proper time evolution of an initially pure F’ or p state is 

IP(t)fih,) = emr’/*emiM’ [cos (y) IPO) 

+iisin (y) IP)] , (55) 

I~(t)fiJI,) = e-rtj2e-iML [if sin (7) IPO) 

+cos(y) IP)] ) , 

where M is defined as M E (MH + ML)/~. In systems where Ar can be neglected, 
the probability of mixing can then be written as 

P(t) = ieTr’ [l - cos (AMt)] 

Time-dependent measurements of mixing in the & system have only recently 
been performed at SLD, LEP, and the Tevatron with new vertexing technology,‘* 
and provide a direct determination of AM. Previous results relied on the time- 
integrated mixing parameter 

/ 
= P(t)& = 

X2 
x= o 

2(1+12)' (57) 

which is bounded to be x 5 0.5, and determines the parameter x. T(4S) exper- 
iments measure the pure time integrated Xd parameter of the & system, while 
high-energy experiments off the Y (45) measure the mixture 

XB = fdxd + f.x. I 

where f+ represent the fractions of produced b-quark hadrons that are G and e, 
r&pectively. The values of these hadronization fractions are not precisely known, 
they are approximately fd N 0.39 and f, N 0.12 at SLC/LEPI energies, and hence 
introduce a source of uncertainty to the time-integrated mixing measurements. If 
x approaches its upper value of 0.5, ss is expected for the B, system, it clearly 
does not provide a good determination of x, and one must then rely on the time- 
dependent approach. 

As in the case of rare decays, both short- and long-distance physics processes 
contribute to meson mixing within the SM. The short-distance contributions sre 
mediated by’box diagrams with internal quark and W-boson exchange and are 
calculated via the operator product expansion in Eq. 24. The AQ = 2 effective 
Lagrangian for a pseudoscalar meson P = Qcj is 

where the sum extends over the two contributing internal quarks q&, q summarizes 
the QCD corrections, and S represents the Inami-Lim functionsN from the evalu- 
ation of the box diagrams. Note that the GIM mechanism may be employed here 
as well, and hence we would expect sizable short-distance mixing in cases where 
the top quark contributes internally, such ss in the Z‘?‘, Z$, and q systems. The 
matrix element of the AQ = 2 operator can be evaluated as 

(~Pt~lp”) = (~lti,i(l- 75)Qq7“(1- 75)&P”‘), 

= $Bpmp, (6’3) 

with fp (mp) being the pseudoscalar meson decay constant (mass), which is mea- 
sured in the purely leptonic decays as discussed above, and Bp being the so- 
called bag factor which represents the nonperturbative factors associated with 
the hadronic matrix element and comprises the major source of theoretical uncer- 
tainty in the calculation of meson mixing. These bag factors are estimated using 
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nonperturbative techniques such ss lattice gauge theory, QCD sum rules, l/N 
expansion, or chiral perturbation theory, with the lattice gauge results giving the 
most accurate evaluations.** 

The long-distance contributions may be generally represented as the sum of 
common intermediate states I, which interact with the pseudoscalar mesons via 
an effective weak Hamiltonian ?f,,, QCD Hadronic Duality 0.39 f 0.10 

The dominant classes of contributions of this type arise from (i) single particle 
intermediate states, called pole contributions, and (ii) two particle intermediate 
states, denoted as dispersive contributions. Due to the effectiveness of the GIM 
mechanism in reducing the size of the short-distance effects in the charm system, 
one expects long-distance processes to dominate Do - b” mixing. 

5.1 K” - I?’ Mixing 

The neutral kaon system provides a special laboratory for the study of mixing. 
The dominant CP conserving decays of the two physical states are KL --t 3r 
and KS --t 2s. Due to the strong phase space suppression for the KL decay, 
KL and KS have very different lifetimes, providing a clean separation of these 
two eigenmodes in the laboratory. The SM short-distance contributions to the 
KL - KS mass difference arises from top- and charm-quark contributions to the 
W  box diagram, giving 

+wsv~vt.v,;7#%ts(% zt)] . (62) 

Here, S(r) represents the Inami-Lim functions,30 Zi z mt/M&, and the qi cor- 
respond to the QCD correction factors which have been computedselgl to NLO 
for each contribution, with their numerical values being r,r= = 1.38 f 0.20, r,r=,* = 
0.47 f 0.04, and rl, = 0.57 f 0.01. The hadronic matrix element (or bag factor), 
BK, represents a large uncertainty in the computation of Ml*, with the results 
from various approaches being summarized in Table 10. Bums’* advocates use of 
the value BK = 0.75 f 0.15. The mass difference is then AM, = 21Mr21. 

SU(3) Symmetry 113 

Table 10: Compilation of various determinations2’~92 of BK. 

The calculation of AMK is unfortunately plagued with uncertainties from the 
potentially sizable long-distance contributions.93 Even so, the KL - KS mass 
difference has played a strong and historical role in constraining new physics. For 
example, the strongest bound% (albeit assumption dependent) on the mass of a 
right-handed W  boson in the Left-Bight Symmetric Model of MwR 2 1.6 TeV, 
the requirement of near degeneracy of the squark masses in supersymmetry, and 
severe constraints on technicolor model building* such as the introduction of the 
Techni-GIM mechanism, are all obtained from Ke - K” mixing. 

5.2 Bi - Bd and B,” - Bz Mixing 

The quark level process which is dominantly responsible for Bs - B” mixing in 
the SM is that of top-quark exchange in a W  box diagram. The msss difference 
for Bd meson mixing is then given by 

(63) 

with 7~~ = 0.55 f 0.01 being the QCD correction factor which is calculated to 
NLO,‘l and F(x) being the usual Inami-Lim function.30 For consistency with the 
NLO QCD calculations, the running top-quark mass evaluated at ml should be 
used. An equivalent expression for B, mixing is obtained with d + s. This yields 
the SM values of AMd = (3.02;:) x lo-l3 GeV and AM, = (7.4$$ x 10-i* GeV, 
where the ranges correspond to taking mfhY’ = 175 f 6 GeV, ll$,jl = 0.009 f 0.005 
and IV&l = 0,040 f 0.006 as given in Ref. 4, and fs, = I75 f 25 MeV, BB, = 
1.31 f 0.03, (the combined quantity is quoted to be f& 6 = 207 f 30 MeV) 
f~, = 200f25 MeV, and BB, = (l.O1fO.O1)BB, as suggested by a global summary 
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of lattice gauge theory results. 21 This’agrees well with the experimental bounds’* 
of A& = (0.464 f 0.012 f 0.013) ps-’ and AM, > 9.2 ps-‘, corresponding to the 
z parameter values in Table 9. This situation is summarized in Fig. 10. 

@  - R mixing is measured with impressive accuracy and can be used to 
determine the value of I&, giving’* (in the Wolfenstein CKM parameterization) 

IKdl = AX3[(1 - p)* + $]“*, (64) 

= 8.54 x 1Cr3 
[z] [$gg.76 [o.‘g$] E. 

Setting the input parameters at their lo values gives the range ]I&] = 0.007 - 
0.010. Unfortunately, this evaluation of I& is dominated by the uncertainties 
.associated with the hadronic matrix elements and assumes that new physics does 
not contribute to q - a mixing. 

A measurement of @  - R mixing could also yield a value for the ratio of 
CKM elements j&d/vt.l via 

AMd f&B~,~,mB,lVdl* 
- = f~.B&‘l&mB,l~s12 AM 

= <‘X’[(l - p)* + 721. 

The factor which multiplies the ratio of CKM elements, c, measures the amount of 
SU(3) breaking effects. The ratio of hadronic matrix elements, fs, @&/ f& a, 
is more accurately determined in lattice gauge theory than the individual quan- 
tities with the current global value*’ being 1.15 f 0.05 in quenched calculations. 
However, unquenching is expected to increase this result by 10%. The LEP bound 
on AM, then yields’* the 95% C.L. constraint 

$1 < 0.29. 

We note that if &, is relatively large, a sensitive techniqueg7 of extracting ]&d/I&] 
could be obtained from a measurement of AI’/F for the B, meson. 

Remarkably, the above technique for extracting ]Kd/&] remains valid in many 
scenarios beyond the SM. In this class of models, the virtual exchange of new parti- 
cles alters the Inami-Lim function in Eq. (63) above, but not the factors in front of 
the function. The effects of the new physics then cancels in the ratio AMd/AM,. 
Models of this type include Two-Higgs-Doublet models and supersymmetry in 
the super-CKM basis. Notable exceptions to this feature can be found in models 
which (i) change the structure of the CKM matrix, such as the addition of a fourth 

generation, or extra singlet quarks, and in Left-Right Symmetric models, (ii) have 
couplings proportional to fermion masses, such as flavor changing Higgs models, or 
(iii) have generational dependent couplings, e.g., leptoquarks or supersymmetry 
with R-parity violation. 

It is difficult to use A?& alone to restrict new physics due to the errors on the 
theoretical predictions for this quantity from the imprecisely determined CKM 
factors and B hadronic matrix elements. (This is unfortunate as AMd is so pre- 
cisely measured!) In most cases, the restrictions obtained from B + X.7 surpass 

those from Be - p mixing. 

i 
& 

d 

AM, (PS-‘1 

Figure 10: The S M  expectation for the AM* - AM, plane, where the predicted region 
lies inside the solid curves. The experimental bounds lie in between the solid horizontal 
lines and to the right of the solid vertical line. 

5.3 Do - Do Mixing 

Currently, the limit? on Do - b” mixing are from fixed target experiments, with 
zo E Amo/F < 0.083, implying Amo < 1.3 x lo-l3 GeV, from an analysis which 
assumes there is no interference between doubly-Cabibbo suppressed decays and 
the mixing amplitude. A more recent result,% which takes these interference 
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effects into account, obtains the bound on the ratio of wrong-sign to right-sign 
final states of TV E r(D” -+ PX)/I’(DO + .f?X) c 0.50% at 90% C.L., where 

(67) 

This gives AMo < 1.58 x lo-l3 GeV, assuming lq/pl* = 1 and AI’ M  0. 
The short-distance SM contributions to Amo proceed through a W  box di- 

agram with internal d, s, b quarks. In this case, the external momentum, which 
is of order m,, is communicated to the light quarks in the loop and cannot be 
neglected. The effective Hamiltonian becomes 

31Ac=2= 
cf/ 

(68) 
where the I: represent integrals ‘O” that are functions of mi/M& and m:Jmf, 
and ULL = [@,,(l - rs)c]* is the usual mixing operator while 0s~ = [ii(l + 
ys)c12 arises in the csse of nonvanishing external momentum. The numerical 
value of the short-distance contribution is Amo N 5 x lo-‘* GeV (taking fn = 
200 MeV). The long-distance contributions have been computed via two different 
techniques: (i) the intermediate particle dispersive approach (using current data 
on the intermediate states) yields Amo N 10m41’ N lo-l6 GeV (Ref. lOl), and (ii) 
heavy quark effective theory which results in Amo N (I-2) x 10s5r N lo-” GeV 
(Ref. 102). Clearly, the long-distance contributions overwhelm those from short- 
distance SM physics in Do - b” mixing, and both contributions lie far below the 
present experimental sensitivity. 

One resson the SM expectations for Do - b” mixing are so small is that 
there are no heavy particles participating in the box diagram to enhance the rate. 
Hence, the first extension to the SM that we consider is the additionlo of a heavy 
Q  = -l/3 quark. We can now neglect the external momentum, and Amo is given 
by the usual expression? 

(69) 
The value of AmD is displayed in this model in Fig. 11(a) as a function of the 
overall CKM mixing factor for various values of the heavy quark mass. We see that 
Amu approaches the experimental bound for large values of the mixing factor. 

Another simple extension of the SM is to enlarge the Higgs sector by an sddi- 
tional doublet. First, we examine twoH&s-doublet models which avoid tree-level 

FCNC by introducing a global symmetry; such models are discussed above in the 
sections on leptonic and radiative decays. The expression for AmD in this case can 
be found in Ref. 46. From the Lagrangian in Eq. (17), it is clear that Model I will 
only modify the SM result for Amo for very small values of tan p, and this region 
is already excluded from existing data on B --t X.7. However, enhancements can 
occur in Model II for large values of tanp, as demonstrated in Fig. 11(b). 

Next, we consider the case of extended Higgs sectors without natural flavor 
’ conservation. In these models, the above requirement of a global symmetry which 
restricts each fermion type to receive mass from only one doublet is replaced104 
by approximate flavor symmetries which art on the fermion sector. The Yukawa 
couplings can then possess a structure which reflects the observed fermion msss 
and mixing hierarchy. This allows the low-energy FCNC limits to be evaded as 
the flavor changing couplings to the light fermions are small. We employ the 
Cheng-Sher ansatz,ss where the flavor changing couplings of the neutral Higgs are 
xhDf;f, x (JZGF)“‘mA,, with the mib) being the relevant fermion masses 
and Aij representing a combination of mixing angles. ho can now contribute 
to Am, through tree-level exchange as well as mediating Do - Do mixing by 
ho and t-quark virtual exchange in a box diagram. These latter contributions 
only compete with those from the tree-level process for large values of A,. In 
Figs. 11(c) and 11(d), we show the constraints placed on the parameters of this 
model from the present experimental bound on Amo for both the tree-level and 
box diagram contributions. 

The last contribution to Do-Do mixing that we consider here is that of scalar 
leptoquark bosons. They participate in Amn via virtual exchange inside a box 
diagram,‘j* together with a charged lepton or neutrino. Assuming that there is no 
leptoquark-GIM mechanism, and taking both exchanged leptons to be the same 
type, we obtain the restriction 

&,Fry 
2< 

196a2AmD 
mLQ (4dD)2mD' (70) 

where Flq parameterize the a priori unknown leptoquark Yukawa couplings as 
X$/41r = Ftqa. The resulting bounds in the leptoquark coupling-mass plane are 
presented in Fig. 11 (e). 
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Figure 11: Amo in (a) the four-generation SM with the solid, dashed, dotted, dash- 
dotted curve corresponding to fourth generation quark masses Mu = 100,200,300, and 
400 GeV, respectively. (b) The twn-Higgs-doublet Model II as a function of tanp with, 
from top to bottom, the solid, dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, solid curve representing 
rnn* = 50,100,250,500, and 1000 GeV. (c) ‘I&-level and (d) box diagram contribu- 
tions to Arno in the flavor changing Higgs model described in the text as a function of 
the mixing factor for rnr, = 50,100,250,500, and 1000 GeV corresponding to the solid, 
dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, and solid curves from top to bottom. (e) Constraints in 
the leptoquark coupling-mass plane from Amo. 

6 CP Violation 

The symmetries C, charge conjugation (which describes particle-antiparticle in- 
terchange), P, parity (which relates left- to right-handed particles), and T, time 
reversal (which correlates a process with its time-reversed state), are all preserved 
under the strong and electromagnetic interactions. Weak processes, however, are 
known to violate each of these symmetries separately, while conserving the prod- 
uct CPT, which is au exact symmetry of the equations of motion. Weak decays 
violate C and P at a fairly large level, while the product CP has been observed 
to be violated at a much smaller rate. 

CP violation arises in the SM from the existence of the phase in the three- 
generation CKM matrix ss first postulated by Kobayashi and Maskawa.* Unitarity 
of the CKM matrix can be represented geometrically in terms of triangles in the 
complex plane. For example, the relation vrbvr$ + V&V + ViV, = 0, can be 
depicted as the triangle displayed in Fig. 12. The figure depicts the resealed 
triangle, where the length of all sides are scaled to IVdVGl, and hence the length 
of the base is unity. In this case, it can be shown that the apex of the triangle is 
located at the point (p, 17) in the complex plane, where p and u are the Wolfenstein 
parameters describing the CKM matrix. Here, the unitarity angles Q  , p, and 7 
are related to the magnitudes of the sides of the triangle by 

The values of these angles are rather poorly constrained at present, as will be 
discussed below. The area of the triangle represents the amount of CP violation 
in the SM, and can be described by the Jarlskog105 parameter 

J = 2 x area of triangle, 

= IV,llVWll&llV,,lsinb = A2X6q E 0(10e5). 

(72) 

Similar unitarity triangles, representing other orthogonality relations of the 
CKM matrix, may also be drawn. All such triangles clearly have the same area in 
the SM; however, the remaining triangles involve one side which is much shorter 
than the other two, and consequently one of their unitarity angles is extremely 
small. This is in contrast to the above triangle, where all three sides are of 
comparable magnitude, 0(X3), and hence all three angles are naturally large. 
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6.1 CP, Violation in Decays 

CP violating effects may be observed directly in the decays of charged or neutral 
mesons. This is referred to as Direct CP Violation, or CP Violation in Decays. 
CPT symmetry assures us that the total width of a particle and its antiparticle 
are identical, i.e., 

rt0ta.l = rtotal~ (74) 

, If CP were conserved, this would also hold true for the partial decay width of a 
meson to a particular final state, P + f, versus the time-reversed process, P + f. 
For CP to be violated, these two partial widths must be different, i.e., 

l?(P -t f) # rp + f). (75) 

\ 
C=(O,O) 

/ B=(l,O) 

9-69 
6466A16 

Figure 12: The resealed unitarity triangle. 

This explains why CP asymmetries are predicted to be large in neutral Bd decays. 
For example, the triangle representing the neutral K meson system, which is built 
from the relation C, V,,V& = 0,‘hs.s two long sides of length O(X) and a third 
side of length 0(X5). Hence, CP asymmetries in this system are related to the 
small angle of this unitarity triangle and are of order 10e3: 

There are many additional sources of CP violation in theories beyond the SM, 
such as multi-H&s-Doublet models, supersymmetry, and Left-Right Symmetric 
models.1es It is worth noting that the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry 
of the universe may require additional sources of CP violation beyond the CKM 
phase.lo7 

There is a vast literature on CP violationiss to which we refer the reader 
for a more detailed discussion. Here, we now describe the three manifestations of 
CP violation and how they are observed in the various meson systems. In all cases, 
one should keep in mind the experimentally relevant number for measurement of 
a CP asymmetry at the nu level, 

where N is the number of identified P mesons required for observation of the 
asymmetry (not including efficiency reductions), B represents the branching frac- 
tion of the decay mode, and a is the value of the CP violating asymmetry. 

In order for direct CP violation to occur, the decay amplitudes must have contri- 
butions from (at least) two different weak phases, and two separate strong phases. 
This can easily be seen as follows. Let us assume that the decay amplitude to the 
final state f has the form 

A, = Aleid + A2eid2 , 

with Al.2 being the two weak amplitudes after the strong phases 6i,z have been 
factored out. In the SM, all tree-level contributions to a given transition enter 
with the same weak phase, whereas penguin diagrams can contribute with a dif- 
ferent phase. Here, we identify Al as the tree-level amplitude, while Az represents 
the penguin transition. For the CP conjugate amplitude, the weak phases are 
conjugated, Al,2 --t A;,*, but the strong phases are not. The CP asymmetry is 
then given by 

PA* - &I* 2k(AiAz) sin(& - 62) 
ihI* + &i* = IAl* + l&l* + 2’Re (A;A2) cos(t& - &) ’ 

(7;) 

which clearly vanishes if Al,2 contain the same weak phase and if 61 = 62. Hence, 
direct CP violation arises from the product of the weak phase difference, which is 
odd under CP, and the strong phase difference from final state interactions, which 
is even under CP. Since this results from the interference between the tree-level 
and penguin transitions, the magnitude of direct CP violation is related to the size 
of the penguin contributions. Unfortunately, there is at present no unambiguous 
experimental signal for direct CP violation. 
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6.2 CP Violation in Mixink 

Indirect CP violation, or CP violation due to mixing, is a consequence of the 
fact that the mass eigenstatea PL,H are not CP eigenstates and is represented by 
the potential deviation of Iq/pl f rom unity. Clearly, these effects only arise in 
neutral meson decays. This process is theoretically clean as it is independent of 
the strong phases and thus provides a direct measurement of the CKM phase’@’ 
(at least within the SM). 

The CP violating observable that can be defined in this case is given by 

1 - IdPI 27&xp 2371 (Mi2r12/2) 
- = - = l l?12/212 + IM212 + [(Amp)* + (Arp/2)*]/4 ’ 1+ IdPI 1 + ICP12 (78) 

where we give the expression in terms of Ml2 and Pr2, which are defined in the 
previous sections. This quantity is independent of the phase convention and is 
directly observable. As noted by Ma et al., ‘lo this observable demonstrates that 
CP nonconservation is determined by the relative phase between Ml2 and Prz. 
Defining Arp/dMp m a and taking the approximation (which is valid in the SM 
only) that AM N 2Re Ml2 and AP N 2’RePrz, the above expression can be written 
in the more convenient form 

2Re~P a hr12 hM2 
iqq= 2(1 +a*/4) [ ‘Rerlz - m 1 ’ (7% 

6.3 CP Violation in the Interference Between Mixing and 

Decay 

Additional CP violating effects can arise from the interference of a pseudoscalar 
meson Z”’ decaying to a final state f at time t, with a Ps which mixes into 
a P state which then decays to f at time t. We define the phase convention 
independent quantity 

03’4 

When CP is conserved, lq/pl = l,lA//A~l = 1, and the relative phase between 
these two quantities vanishes. If any one of these three conditions are not met, 
then r-Z # 1 and CP is violated. As discussed above, if the first condition (the 
deviation of lq/pl from unity) doesn’t hold, then CP violation occurs through 
mixing, while if the magnitudes of the amplitudes differ, then CP violation occurs 
in decay. However, even if these first two conditions hold, it is possible that the 

relative phase between these two quantities is nonzero resulting in %rrZ # 0 while 
]rZ] = 1. It is this case that we call CP violation in the interference between mixing 
and decay. This case is also independent of hadronic uncertainties and hence is 
theoretically clean and can be directly related to the CKM matrix elements. We 
will discuss the significance and potential measurements of this third type of 
CP violation in the kaon and B meson systems separately. 

6.4 CP Violation in the Kaon System 

The kson system has provided our only experimental observation of CP violation. 
The charge asymmetry in semileptonic decay, I(oL + & + X, 

r(KL -+ e+V,X)-r(Kr. +t4X) 
a,[ = r(KL + e+u,x) + r(KL + e-&X) ’ 631) 

has been measured4 to have the value a.( = (3.27 f 0.12) x 10e3. Since we can 
relate (P+vJ]ZZ]I(L) = pd, while (!-&X]ZZ]lc,) = q&, the charge asymmetry 
can be identified as a determination of Iq/pl # 1 with 

(82) 

CP violation has also been measured in the decay of KL -+ ?TA. The amplitudes 
in the CP eigenstate basis can be written ss 

d(K" + m(Z)) = A,eidr , (83) 

d(P -t TT(Z)) = Aie”‘, 

where Z denotes the isospin of the rrs final state, 15r is the final state phase shift, 
and A, would be real if CP were conserved. It is interesting to note that exper- 
imentally, I&/d21 = 20. The following ratios of CP violating to CP conserving 
amplitudes have been measured 

d(flL + lr+n-) 
'+- = d(KOs-+n+n-)' 

These differences in these quantities can be parameterized as 

q+- = e+g, 

7&) = c-26, 

(84) 

(85) 
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where e and e’ are defined by i 

(8’5) 

These parameters, e and e’, are defined so that the potentially direct CP violating 
effects are isolated and affect only e’. In superweak models,“’ CP violation is 
confined to the mass matrix and d is predicted to vanish. As shown by Wu and 
Yang,“’ it is possible to adopt a phase convention such that linAe = 0. In this 
case, we then have 

Ct = CK, (87) 

c is then given by the CP violation effects due to mixing and can be calculated as 

(88) 

= &%f~ho”K 2 rj 

6fivr2AmK A X  rl [@(d - Q&G) + qrA2X4(1 - p)S(z,)] , 

in the Wolfenstein parameterization. We see that the measurement of ef( guaran- 
tees that q # O! The uncertainties in the calculation of eK are equivalent to those 
outlined above in the case of KL - KS mixing. 

Returning to direct CP violation in K decays, we see that d/c can be expressed 
in terms of the operator product expansionr13 by relating 7?.e As,2 and %n A,-,,2 to 
the appropriate Wilson coefficients and hadronic matrix elements. The effective 
Hamiltonian for this process can then be written as 

zi(/J) - $$$Yi(P) Oi(P) I 
us ud 1 (89) 

where the sum extends over the set of operators given by the current-current op 
eratom 01,2, the QCD penguin operators 0 _ 3 s, and the electroweak operators 
Or-lo. The functions ri and yi are related to the Wilson coefficients; their forms 
are given explicitly in Ref. 113. In this formalism, it is easy to see that e’/e is 
governed by both QCD and electroweak penguin transitions. In fact, due to the 
large value of the top quark mass, the electroweak penguin amplitudes play an 

important role114 and enter e’/z with.the opposite sign of the QCD penguin contri- 
butions. This serves to suppress the prediction of t-‘/e within the SM. In fact, for 

mt - - 200 GeV, the SM prediction for d/e is zero! Due to this strong cancellation 
for large values of mt and the uncertainties associated with the hadronic matrix 
elements, a precise SM prediction for e’/e is very difficult. However, a simplified 
analytic expression which highlights these uncertainties may be written asl’ 

where Z(zl) x O.l8(m,/M~)‘ss, and Be.8 represent the hadronic matrix elements 
corresponding to operators 06,s. The most recent analysis,115 which incorporates 
the latest determinations of all the input parameters, predicts the range 

-1.2 x 1O-4 5 e’/r 5 16.0 x 10-4. (91) 

This prediction may be altered, however, if the value of the strange quark mass is 
as low as presently calculated in lattice gauge theories.” 

The importance of the measurement of e’/c to understand more about the 
mechanism of CP violation cannot be overemphasized, although, due to presently 
conflicting experimental results, constraints on new physics from d/e will not 
be taken into account here. The next round of experiments, which will reach a 
precision of 10e4, might settle the issue of whether or not e’/e # 0. As shown 
above, the SM prediction allows for a wide range of values for e’/c. Ultimately, 
one wants to establish whether CP violation is milliweak (AS = 1) as in the SM 
and/or superweak (AS = 2). The latter occurs in mult i-H@ doublet models 
through scalar interactions, in SUSY models,l16 or in the LRM to give a few 
examples.“’ 

We note briefty that the decay KL --t r”r4, which is related to K+ -+ x+uil 
discussed above, proceeds almost exclusively through direct CP violation and 
would provide a clean laboratory to measure this phenomenon. Unfortunately, the 
branching fraction is extremely small in the SM at B(K‘ --t n”vfi) z 2.8 x lo-“, 
and the present experimental limits4 lie above this prediction by roughly six orders 
of magnitude. 

6.5 CP Violation in B Decays 

CP violation in the B system will be examined118 during the next decade at 
dedicated e+e- B factories and at hadron colliders. A theoretically clean technique 
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is offeredles by the measurement of the time-dependent CP asymmetry, which 
involves the CP violating effects from the interference of mixing and decay. Given 
the proper time evolution of a neutral pseudoscalar meson state of Eq. (56) and 
the definition of rf in Eq. (80), we can write the t imdependent rate for the 
decay of initially pure B” or @ ’ states into a CP eigenstate as 

V;c,ys + fcp) = IA12emr’ 1 , 

W& + fcp) = (A12emrt 1 . 

(92) 
The time-dependent CP asymmetry can then be expressed as 
\ 

af(t) = 
V&,s --) fcp) - r@&,s -+ fcp) 
wqhys + .fCP) + r(q& -+ fCP) ’ 

(93) 
= (1 -jr,12)cos(AMt) -2Znr,sin(AMt) 

1 + Iv 12 
and hence is directly related to Znrf. In fact, for decay modes which have Jrfl = 1, 
the time-dependent asymmetry reduces to 

4) = -3n rj sin( AMt) . (94) 

Recall that when there is no direct CP violation in a channel, all amplitudes that 
contribute to the decay mode have the same CKM phase, denoted generically 
here as &, and hence IA,/Afl = lee2’+DI = 1. In this case, r/ can be completely 
expressed in terms of the CKM matrix elements as r/ = f exp -244~ + 4~)~ 
where I$M represents the mixing phase from q/p = dm = ee2’*M (for 
Frs < M&, and the overall sign is determined by the CP eigenvalue of the final 
state f. Clearly, the asymmetry is simply 

a/(t) = fsin(2(& + 4~)) sin(AMt) . (95) 

In order to relate the time-dependent CP asymmetry to the CKM parameters, 
one needs to examine the CKM dependence of mixing and of the amplitudes of the 
relevant decay channels. An extensive summary of these relations for various decay 
modes is given in the Particle Data Book. 4 Here, we briefly discuss two important 
cases, B,j -i J/qhKs and Bd + ?IS. In the first case, the quark subprocess 

responsible for’the decay is b + c&r, which is dominated by a tree-level diagram 
mediated by W-boson exchange. There are small penguin contributions as well; 
however, the penguin weak phase, arg(V&V,:), is similar (modulo a) to the weak 
phase of the tree-level contribution. We thus have contributions to the weak phase 
from the CKM structure of the decay diagram, from @  - @  mixing, and from 
K” - Z?’ mixing in the final state. This gives 

(96) 

where the minus sign arises since J/+Ks is CP-odd. Comparing this with Eq. (71) 
yields Znr, = - sin 2,!?. This gives the theoretically cleanest determination of a 
unitarity angle! In the latter example, Bd + nn, the quark subprocess is b --t uiid, 
which is again dominated by tree-level W  exchange. In this case, we have 

(97) 

which then gives %arf = sin2o. Unfortunately, this process is not as clean as 
B,j + J/t,!&, ss both the gluonic and electroweak penguin contributions enter 
with a different phase at an unknown size. Bd --t n?r thus suffers from what is 
called penguin contamination. The amount of this contamination needs to be 
separately determined.‘lg 

The present status of the unitarity triangle in the p - r~ plane is summa- 
rized in Fig. 13(a), where the shaded area is that allowed in the SM. This re- 
gion is determined by measurements of the quantities (i) It&l and IV& (ii) eK, 
and (iii) the rates for Bi - g and B,” - @ ’ mixing, as discussed above, to- 
gether with theoretical estimates for the parameters which relate these measure- 
ments to the underlying theory, such as BK, fB, and BB. The value of m(ml) 
is taken to be consistent with the physical range 175 f 6 GeV. Here we have 
employed the scanning technique, where both the experimental measurements 
and theoretical input parameters are scanned independently within their lo er- 
rors. This method yields the SM ranges for the angles of the unitarity triangle: 
-0.89 < sin2a 5 1.00, 0.18 5 sin2P 5 0.81, and -1.00 < sin2y 5 1.00. Since 
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the ratio AMB,/AMB, is more accur’ately related to the theoretical predictions 
than the separate quantities, we see that a measurement of e-R mixing would 
be an invaluable tool in determining the angles of this triangle. 

Figure 13: Constraints in the (a) SM and (b) two-Higgs-doublet Model II in the p - r) 
plane from IVdI/lVcbl (dotted circles), BP, - & mixing (dashed circles), and c (solid 
hyperbolas). The shaded mea corresponds to that allowed for the apex of the unitarity 
triangle. 

It is important to remember that this picture can be dramatically altered if new 
physics is present, even if there are no new sources of CP violation. Figure 13(b) 
displays the constraints in the p - r] plane in the twoHiggs-doublet Model II. In 
this case, the presence of the extra Higgs doublet is felt by the virtual exchange 
of the H* boson in the box diagram which mediates Bj - R  and g -e mixing 
and governs the value of eK. For this p-q region, the allowed ranges of the angles 
of the unitarity triangle become -1.00 5 sin2a 5 1.00, 0.12 5 sin28 5 0.81, 
and -1.00 5 sin27 5 1.00. In fact, this opens up a new allowed region in the 
sin 2a - sin 2p plane, as shown in Fig. 14 from Ref. 120. Similar effects have also 
been pointed out in supersymmetric models. 12’ Clearly, caution must be exercised 
when relating the results of future CP violation experiments to the p - 9 plane. 

The B factories presently under construction should be able to discern whether 
new physics contributes to CP violation. Signals for new sources of CP violation 
include (i) nonclosure of the three-generation unitarity triangle, (ii) new contri- 
butions to B” - &’ mixing which yield a nonvanishing phase for this process, 
(iii) nonvanishing CP asymmetries for the channels @  + +R~,~~K!& (iv) in- 
consistency of separate measurements of the angles of the unitarity triangle, and 
(v,) a deviation of CP rates from SM predictions. Models which contain additional 
CP phases include nonminimal Supersymmetry, Multi-Higgs Doublets, Left-Right 
Symmetric Models, and the Superweak Model. A concise review of the effects 
of these models on CP violating observables is given by Grossman et al.lw We 
present here, as an example, the case of multi-H&s models with three or more 
Higgs doublets. In this scenario, B” - @ ’ mixing receives additional contributions 
from the Ht2 exchange which depends on the phase in the charged scalar mix- 
ing matrix. Interference between these contributions and the SM yield an overall 
nonzero phase in AMB,. Denoting this phase as BH, the unitarity angles measured 
by CP asymmetries in B decays are thus shifted by 

acp(B + J/$Ks) = -sin(2p + OH), acp(B + mr) = sin(2a + BH) . (98) 

The magnitude of this effect depends on the size of BH, which has recently’m been 
constrained by B -+ X.7. Another interesting example is provided in models 
with an extra iso-singlet down quark; in this scenario, it has been foundIn that 
measurements of the unitarity angles Q  and p alone are not enough to distinguish 
and bound the new contributions, and that observation of both the third angle 7 
and B, mixing are also needed. In summary, the large data sample which will 
become available will provide a series of unique consistency tests of the quark 
sector and will challenge the SM in a new and quantitatively precise manner. 

6.6 CP Violation in the D Meson System 

CP violation in the Q  = 213 quark sector is complementary to that of the K and B 
systems, but has yet to be explored. In the SM, the CKM phase is responsible for 
generating CP violation, and in the charm system, the resulting rates are small. 
However, new sources of CP violating phases could greatly enhance the rates, thus 
rendering CP violation in the charm system a sensitive probe for physics beyond 
the SM. 

. . 
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6.7 CP ‘Violation in the Top-Quark Decays 

o.8 r-7 
:, F--------- 
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Figure 14: The allowed region in the sin2a - sin2P plane in the SM (solid) and in 
2HDM (dot-dashed). From Ref. 120. 

l Indirect CP Violation 

However, since Amo is extremely small in the SM, the induced CP violation 
is negligible. If new physics were to enhance Do - 8’ mixing, as seen to occur 
in the previous section for some models, then this mechanism could yield sizable 
CP violating effects. This interaction between mixing and CP violation in the 
D meson system has recently received attention in the literature.123J24 

l Direct CP Violation 

Before estimating the typical size of this asymmetry in the SM, we first note 
that in contrast to B decays, the branching fractions for the relevant modes, i.e., 
R+?T-, K+K-, etc., are rather sizable in the charm system, and for once, the large 
effects of final state interactions are welcomed! The size of the CP asymmetry 
in the SM is estimatedrss to be at most a few ~10~~. The present experimental 
sensitivity for various modes is in the vicinity of 10% (Ref. 126). 

An interesting example of the potential size of CP violating effects from new 
physics is that of left-right symmetric models.r2’ In this case, reasonably large 
values for CP asymmetries can be obtained for the Cabibbo allowed decay modes. 
This occurs due to the existence of an additional amplitude from the Wn exchange, 
which carries a different weak phase from that of .the W, mediated decay. The 
estimated values of the CP asymmetries in these models is of an order of a few 
x 10m2. CP asymmetries at the percent level are expectedlzs in some nonminimal 
SUSY models for the decays Do + Kia’, K!@ 

CP violation in top-quark production and decay is expected to be very small in 
the SM;lzs however, numerous models with new interactions, such as multi-H&s 
models and supersymmetry, can give rise to CP violation in the top system at 
interesting levels. Since the top-quark decays before it has time to hsdronize, it 
provides a particularly good laboratory for the study of such effects. Searches for 
,CP violating effects can be carried out by studying CP-odd spin-momentum cor- 
relations in the top-quark decay products. e+e- colliders, with polarized beams, 
are especially suited to carry out such investigations. Numerous studies of CP 
symmetry tests can be found in Refs. 130 and 131. 

7 Conclusion 

Rare processes in the kaon sector will be investigated with more precision with 
the large data sample which will be collected at DAPHNE. In particular, the 
CP violating parameter 8/c will be explored at the 10m4 level. Future runs of the 
AGS at Brookhaven could increase their total integrated luminosity by a factor of 
three to six, and hence, finally place the SM prediction for the long sought-after 
decay K+ --t s+vfi within experimental reach. 

A large amount of data on the B-meson system has been and will continue to 
be acquired during the next decade at CESR, the Tevatron, HERA, the SLAC 
and KEK B factories, as well as the LHC, and promises to yield exciting new 
tests of the SM. FCNC processes in the B sector are not as suppressed as in the 
other meson systems and can occur at reasonable rates in the SM. This is due 
to a sizable loop-level contribution from the top quark, which results from the 
combination of the large top mass (giving a big GIM splitting) and the diagonal 
nature of the CKM matrix. Long-distance effects are expected to play less of 
a role due to the heavy B mass, and hence rare processes are essentially short- 
distance dominated. Many classes of new models can also give significant and 
testable contributions to rare l? transitions. The benchmark process for this type 
of new physics search is the inclusive decay B -+ X.,7 (and the related exclusive 
process B -+ K’-r) which has been recently observed by CLE0.31 It has since 
provided strong restrictions on the parameters of several theories beyond the SM. 
This constitutes the first direct observation of a penguin mediated process and 
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demonstrates the fertile ground abead for the detailed exploration of the SM in 
rare B transitions. 

FCNC in the Q  = 2/3 quark systems will also be explored at a deeper level 
within the next decade. Increased statistics in the D meson sector will be collected 
at the e+e- B factories and in a possible fixed target run of the Tevatron main 
injector or at a possible new dedicated heavy flavor experiment for the Tevatron 
collider. While it is not expected that the data sample will be large enough 
to reach the miniscule SM rates for the D meson FCNC transitions, important 
restrictions on new physics can be placed. 

And, lastly, the physics of the top quark is just beginning to be explored. In 
the near future, the Tevatron main injector will produce roughly 7 x lo3 ti pairs 
with 1 fb-’ of integrated luminosity, while in the longer term, the LHC and NLC 
will be top-quark’factories. Since the top quark is the heaviest SM fermion with 
a msss at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, it might provide a unique 
window to new physics. 

In summary, we look forward to an exciting future in heavy flavor physics! 
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